walpoleoutdoors.com

Beyond Compare, Close To Home.

Outdoors with Style
Natural wood or AZEK
Walpole helps homeowners
enhance their outdoor lifestyles from front yard to
back yard with quality fence, structures, in AZEK, a low
maintenance cellular PVC, natural wood, or metal.

Handcrafted since 1933
Using time-honored methods and sophisticated tools,
we handcraft both our AZEK and natural wood products
to standards that have made us the quality leader
for generations.
We invite you to stop by your Walpole store soon,
visit us online at walpoleoutdoors.com or
call us at 800-343-6948.

First Impressions
You’ll love the look from the curbside or from your
front window. Walpole’s classic outdoor lighting,
lantern posts, mail posts, and mailboxes have
style, dignity, and enduring quality.
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The following key indicates which products are handcrafted
from naturall woodd andd which are handcraftedd from cellularr PVC.
Key: Y
X
V
U

Solid Cellular Vinyl or AZEK
(these terms are used interchangeably)
White Cedar
Products manufactured by Walpole Outdoors in the USA
Partners who also make their products in the USA
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Mail Posts
In your choice of handcrafted Northern White
Cedar or in our wood-alternative AZEK. Mailbox
platforms accept a standard medium-size
mailbox 11"H, 8 ½"W, 21"D. Walpole’s overall
post length allows for 30" burial and a U.S.
Postal approved mailbox height of 42" from the
ground surface. Shipped kit. V
A - C. Liberty Mail Post XY
Our most popular mail post has letter-perfect style.
Offered with a factory prefinish in white, cream, or
striking Verde green. Posts are 5 ½" sq. in AZEK,
4 ½" sq. in wood.
A. White Liberty Mail Post XY
White Cedar, 4 ½" sq. post #261910 $198 (8)
AZEK, 5 ½" sq. post #795400 $239 (8)
B. Verde Liberty Mail Post Y
AZEK, 5 ½" sq. post #795400VD $259 (8)
C. Cream Liberty Mail Post Y
AZEK, 5 ½" sq. post #795400CR $259 (8)
A
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To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com
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Mailboxes and Lettering sold separately on page 6.
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

C
D. St. Andrews Mail Post Y
Handsome, rugged and as dependable as the U.S. mail. 5½" sq.
post with paneled base. Prefinished white. AZEK.
#795403 $398 (8)
E. Brass Numbers
Attach to your house, porch, mail post or lantern post.
Classic brass numbers offered in two heights. #26137
4" H, numbers 0-9 $8.95 6" H, numbers 0-9 $9.95
F. Copper Post Cap
Put an extra-special classy shine on your mail post with a
distinctive, first quality copper post cap. 5½"sq. Cap will fit
any of our AZEK mail posts. #795459 $79

E

F

G. Cameron Mail Post Y
A stylish and more contemporary 5½” sq. post.
AZEK. #795419 $249 (8)
H. Gray Rock Granite Mail Post Y
New Hampshire’s finest 6" sq. granite post, with
detailed white, AZEK bracket and Westport Cap.
Motor freight. #261940 $429
I. Gray Rock Granite Duet Mail Post Y
Twin boxes are secure on a 6" sq. granite post,
with detailed white, AZEK arch brace and
Westport Cap. Motor freight. #262260 $449
J. Dover Mail Post Y
Giving this proud mail post an eye-catching profile
is the popular handcrafted Sturbridge base. 5½”
sq. post, with boxed base. Prefinished white. AZEK.
#795404 $269 (8)

G

H

I

K. Twin Star Mail Post XY
This 5½" sq. post serves double duty holding your
mailbox and newspaper.
White Cedar #261960 $239 (8)
AZEK #795401 $269 (8)
L. Double Twin Star Mail Post Y
Perfect for multi-family units, with two newspaper
boxes. AZEK #795411 $398 (8)
M. Duet Mail Post Y
AZEK twin boxes are secure on sturdy handcrafted
brackets. 5½" sq. post. AZEK #795414 $369 (8)

J
800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com
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Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.

M
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A. Osterville Mail Post Y
To create a most impressive,
elegant presentation we
have brought together
our perennially popular
Hammond Lantern Post and
our handsome Liberty Mail
Post. The post is 5½" sq.
The paneled box, 8½"sq.,
213/8"H. Shown here
with a Strong Box and
Jefferson lantern (both sold
separately). AZEK.
Prefinished white.
Motor freight.
#795439 $689

B

B. Country Mail Post X
Northern White Cedar
smooth 4½" sq. post with
supporting platform for
strength and durability.
#262110 $139 (8)

Mailboxes
A. The Aluminum Strong Box, Recommended
for use in ocean areas. Handcrafted from 100%
aluminum alloy. Weight 10 lbs. A three stage baked
on powder coat finish provides UV protection. This
mailbox has a heavy duty aluminum flag. Specify:
Black, Green, Navy, White, Desert Sand, or Burgundy. #27616 $159

C. Madison Mail Post Y
The flower box is a cheery
addition, 5½" sq. post.
AZEK #795406 $298 (8)
C

A

A portion of the sale of these
mail posts will be donated to
the Preservation Society of
Newport County.
D. Gathering Mail Post Y
The pineapple is a recognized symbol
for hospitality. Where better to display
it than on a striking mail post in front of
your home? AZEK. #795409 $289 (8)

D
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E. Endeavor Mail Post Y
The cut-out depicts the Endeavor, the
1934 United Kingdom America’s Cup
challenger and considered the most
beautiful J-Class yacht ever built.
AZEK. #795408 $289 (8)

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

B. Premium Aluminum Mailbox
Will meet your stamp of approval, even near the
ocean. This classic, handcrafted 100% aluminum
alloy mailbox has a stainless steel hinge, cast
aluminum handle, heavy duty aluminum flag and a
three stage baked on powder coat finish. Fasteners
and mounting hardware are stainless steel. 11”H,
8½”W, 21”D. Specify: Black, Green, Navy, White,
Desert Sand, or Burgundy. #27617 $139
C. Premium Steel Mailbox
Hand-fabricated from 18 gauge rolled steel, featuring a three stage baked on powder coat finish, and
heavy duty gauge steel flag. Stainless steel fasteners and mounting hardware. 11"H, 8½"W, 21"D.
Specify: Black, White, Green, or Red. #27619 $109
D. Copper Mailbox
Durable 20-gauge copper that weathers to a rich
verdigris finish with strong riveted construction.
Will never rust. Best choice for on or near the
water. 11"H, 8½"W, 21"D. #276309 $449
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

A

B

C
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Lettering Styles

Layout A shown in the INTROIT type style.

Layout B shown in the BASKERVILLE type style.

Layout C shown in the BASKERVILLE type style.
Lettering for both sides sold and shipped separately
from mailbox, easily applied by customer. #270LET
Standard Vinyl Lettering - Available in Black, White,
Light Gray, Navy, Cream and Forest Green. $39
Reflective Lettering - Help friends find your address
with lettering that reflects headlights. Available in
Off-White only. $59

Lanterns and Lantern Posts
Select stylish Walpole lantern posts or pillar posts
— which support our larger lanterns — and
everyone will admire your choice. Whether you
prefer posts crafted in Northern White Cedar or
posts crafted from the unique wood-alternative
AZEK, all posts feature quality detailing that is
the hallmark of Walpole craftsmanship. Allow
for a 26" to 30" burial of core posts. Each post
or cap features a 3" collar to accept all standard
lanterns. Prefinished white. Shipped kit. Number
in parenthesis following lantern style indicates
lantern finish pictured. Many lantern styles are
available to suit your choice of post and your
home’s architecture. Please note that some post
styles are not offered in both cedar and AZEK
material. V
A-B. Hammond Lantern Post ❖
Our classic Hammond Lantern Post displays all the
quality detailing that has made Walpole lantern posts
a distinctive sign of style and good taste in front yards
and on walkways of homes countrywide. Featured
are four recessed panels on the 8½" sq., 30½"H boxed
base. The 5½" sq. post includes a decorative cap and
collar. 77½"H. Or choose the Hammond Post with a
handcrafted mortised Sign Bracket that requires no
mounting board. Prefinished white. Handcrafted in
low maintenance AZEK. Shipped kit.
A. Hammond Post with Mortised Sign Bracket,
Pictured with a Montgomery lantern (05).
#795425 $589 (12)
B. Classic Hammond Post, Shown with a
Montgomery lantern (05). #795424 $498 (12)
C. Oxford Lantern Post ◆ ❖
A 4½" or 5½" sq. post with a dignified square 24½"H,
boxed base and cap. 76"H. Prefinished white. Shipped
kit. Pictured with an Old Colony lantern (05).
White Cedar #295023 4½" $329 (12)
AZEK #795426
5½" $349 (12)

A
800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com
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Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

D
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete
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A. Arlington Pillar Post Y
Our pillar lantern post measures 9½"
sq., 86½"H. with recessed panels on
two sides and decorative collar. AZEK.
Prefinished white. Motor freight. Shown
with a Taft lantern (01). #795422 $989

H. Washington Post Y
A distinguished post the Washington
tapers from 5½" at the bottom up to
3½" at the top. 75"H. Prefinished white.
AZEK. Shown with an Edgewater lantern
(20). #795428 $389 (12)

B. Roosevelt Pillar Post Y
This sophisticated 75/8" sq. pillar post
is accentedwith vertical flutes carved
on two sides, and has a decorative cap.
84"H. AZEK. Prefinished white. Motor
freight. Shown with a Clifton Park lantern
(09). #795423 $869

I. Maryland Post Y
Proof that simple lines can also be
extremely elegant, the Maryland has a
tapered post and a delightful 24¼"H,
square base. 75"H. Prefinished white.
Shipped kit. AZEK. Shown with a
Hermitage lantern (71).
#795427 $439 (12)

C. Lindsey Pillar Post Y
Two recessed panels on two sides adorn
this 8" sq., 79"H pillar lantern post.
Decorative cap. AZEK. Prefinished white.
Motor freight. Pictured with a large
Beacon lantern (22). #795420 $879

J

K

D. Belmont Pillar Post Y
A 75/8" sq., 84"H. pillar lantern post.
Decorative cap with dentil molding.
AZEK. Prefinished white. Motor freight.
Pictured with a large Beacon lantern
(22). #795421 $789
E. Seaside Pillar Post Y
No matter your location, this lantern
post is sure to add dignity and charm to
your landscape. Tapers from 12" sq. at
the bottom up to 8" sq. at the top. 84"H.
Prefinished white. AZEK. Motor freight.
Shown with a Jackson lantern (01).
#795429 $989
F. Avon Lantern Post Y
A post with dignity and understated
elegance. Decorative lantern collar. AZEK
Cap. Prefinished white. 76½"H, 5½" sq.
Shown with a Lexington lantern (20).
#795431 $239 (12)

G

H

I
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G. Gloucester Lantern Post
Cut from solid New Hampshire granite.
6" sq., 72"H with decorative collar. Motor
freight only. Shown with a Lexington
lantern (20). #295041 $649

Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.

J. Richmond Lantern Post Y
The decorative cap crowns this handsome
5½" sq. post with ½" eased edges. 74"H.
Decorative boxed base. AZEK. Prefinished
white. Shipped kit. Shown with a Vidalia
small side mount lantern (07).
#795433 $379 (12)
K. Norfolk Lantern Post Y
The 5½" sq. post with ½" eased edges
and Westport cap make the Norfolk a
knockout. 74"H. AZEK. Prefinished white.
Pictured with a Vidalia small side mount
lantern (07). #795432 $249 (12)
L. Williamsburg Lantern Post X
Pictured with an Old Colony lantern (20),
the Williamsburg has a 4½" sq. post with
½" eased edges. 74"H. Stained white or
natural finish.
4½" White Cedar, White
#295012 $229 (12)
4½" White Cedar, Natural
#2950121 $229 (12)
M. Sturbridge Lantern Post X
Subtle ½" eased edges differentiate this
4½" sq. post with decorative square
boxed base. 74"H. Stained white.
Shipped kit. Shown with an American
Heritage lantern (20).
4½" White Cedar #295006 $279 (12)
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A. Oyster Bay Accent ❖
A stylish and dignified entrance to highlight your driveway or perhaps to
accent a path. Consists of a 3'radius curve with stepped scalloped pickets
dipping from 3½' to 3'. Fascias, backing rail and a 5½" sq. post with
Colonial cap complete this accent. You choose a pillar post and lantern,
sold separately. AZEK. Prefinished white. Motor freight. Shown here with a
Lindsey Pillar Post, Sign with Sign Arm Bracket and a Beacon lantern (22)
all sold separately. #794900 $989

Turned Posts
A. Concord Turned Post ❖
Meticulously turned, this laminated 5½”
sq. AZEK post with an 8½” x 24” boxed
base features four recessed panels. 76”H.
Painted white. Shipped kit. Shown with
a Clifton Park lantern (09).
#795436 $849 (12)

B. Westbrook Lantern Post ❖
Walpole’s newest Lantern Post features an 8" dia. fiberglass tapered post.
Included with this handsome sentinel is a 30½"H boxed base with four
recessed panels and a decorative cap with collar all crafted from AZEK. It
stands 86"H. Prefinished white. Shipped kit. Shown with a Clifton Park
lantern (09). #795438 $989 (12)

B. Boylston Turned Post ❖
5½" sq. at the base and top. This
laminated turned AZEK post is painted
white and shown with a San Clemente
lantern (09). 76"H. #795434 $729 (12)

C. Cheyenne Lantern Post ◆
Charming in its simplicity, this 5" sq. rough sawn, natural post is pictured
with a Jefferson lantern (05). 74"H. #295014 $189 (12)

C. Winchester Turned Post ❖
Note the decorative 24"H boxed base
on this laminated 5½" sq. turned AZEK
post. 76"H. Painted white. Shipped Kit.
Pictured with a Whitney lantern (01).
#795435 $769 (12)

D. Tremont Lantern Post ◆
A natural 5" dia. round cedar post is the Tremont’s distinctive feature.
74"H. Natural finish. Shown with a Vidalia lantern (15). #295003 $149
B
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D
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete
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Estate Lanterns
Impressive by day, spectacular by night, our classic Estate lanterns add dignity and
style to your entranceway. Artfully crafted, these lanterns are the perfect partner for
any of our larger pillar and lantern posts.
Model
Post Mount Lanterns
Adams
Beacon med
large
Grant
Jackson
Lincoln**
Montgomery
Taft

Product #

Finishes

Width

Height

2967653
2982282
2982280
2961043
2962863
2963383
2965753
2961273

01, 03, 05
22
22
01, 03, 05
01, 03, 05
01, 03, 05
01, 03, 05
01, 03, 05

15"
11½"
12½"
15"
18"
14"
12¼"
14"

33"
33"
38"
37"
30"
35"
28"
32"

Side Mount Lanterns
Beacon med
large
Montgomery

2982283
2982281
2965721

22
22
01, 03, 05

10¾"
13"
9¼"

33"
39"
16"

Price
$1,279
$579 Montgomery Post Mount (01) Montgomery Side Mount (01)
$698
U
U
$1,279
$879
$1,049
$549
$698

Adams Post Mount (05)

Beacon Post Mount (22)

U

Beacon Side Mount (22)

$579
$698
$369

01=Antique Brass, 03=Dark Brass, 05=Verde Brass, 22=Burnished Brass **Seedy glass

Taft Post Mount (01) Grant Post Mount (03) Jackson Post Mount
U
U
(01) U

Lincoln Post Mount
(03) U

Ask us about matching side mount Estate Lanterns

Lanterns

Augusta Post Mount (09)

Augusta Side Mount
small (09)

Augusta Side Mount
large (09)

Augusta Hanging
large (09)

Plantation Post Mount (09)

Post Mount Models
Augusta*
Edgewater**
small
large
Plantation

Product #
2972451
2971671
2971677
2972221

Finishes
09
20
20
09

Width
13¼"
10"
15"
10¼"

Height
23¼"
21¼"
27¾"
25¼"

Price
$499
$269
$489
$979

Side Mount Models
Augusta*
small
large
Edgewater**
small
large
Plantation
small
large

Product #
2972450
2972454
2971674
2971676
2972226
2972220

Finishes
09
09
20
20
09
09

Width
8"
11¼"
6½"
10"
6"
8"

Height
15½"
27")
11½"
18"
14"
21¼"

Price
$249
$599
$129
$259
$359
$779

Hanging/Flush Mount
Augusta*
Edgewater**

Product #
2972452
2971683

Finishes
09
20

Width
13¼"
13"

Height
27½"
6¾"

Price
$609
$209

09=Copper Bronze , 20=Black, *Beveled glass , **Seedy glass
Edgewater Post Mount
(20)

Edgewater Side Mount
small (20)

Edgewater Side Mount
large (20)

Edgewater Flush Mount
(20)

Plantation Side Mount
large (09)

)Top arm bracket can be removed and overall height would be 22½”.
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San Clemente
Post Mount (09)

San Clemente
Side Mount Small (09)

San Clemente
Side Mount Large (09)

Lexington Post Mount
(20)

Lexington Side Mount
(20)

Revere Post Mount (07)

Revere Side Mount (07)

Old Colony Post Mount
(05)

Old Colony Side Mount
(20)

Old Colony Side Mount
large (20)

Post Mount Models
American Heritage
Classic*
small)
large))
Clifton Park*
Colonial**
Freeport**
Hermitage
Jefferson
Lexington
small
large
McKinley***
Monroe
Old Colony*
Raley***
Reef
Revere**
San Clemente*
Savannah
Vidalia Onion
med
med
large
Washington
Whitney

Product #
2981056
2968229
2968239
2972407
2968262
2971801
29682081
2966153
2982234
2982235
2962643
2962743
2981068
2971601
2971951
2971181
2972441
2982250
2981611
2981611
2981610
2968353
2961323

Finishes
20, 24
20, 71
20, 71
09
44, 46
19
71
01, 03, 05
20
20
01, 03, 05
01, 03, 05
05, 20
16
06
07
09
15
07, 11, 20
15
07, 11, 20
01, 03, 05
01, 03, 05

Width
8¼"
10"
11¾"
17½"
9¼"
10"
11"
8"
9"
13"
12"
13"
11"
11¾"
9"
7"
14"
10½"
11½"
11½"
14"
8"
16"

Height
21½"
21½"
24"
26½"
22¾"
20¼"
20¼"
22"
17"
24½"
20"
24½"
29½"
26¼"
16¼"
22¼"
22¼"
22"
18¾"
18¾"
22"
26"
27"

Price
$249
$149
$169
$779
$269
$269
$239
$429
$189
$229
$479
$639
$279
$449
$269
$439
$439
$359
$389
$419
$429
$459
$589

All lantern posts are of sufficient length to allow for up to a 30" burial and made to accept a standard
3" collar lantern. Inquire for commercial quantity pricing and variable height requirements.

Many choices in matching side mount or hanging lanterns available in various sizes - let Walpole help you
decide on the best choice and order for your individual needs.
Clifton Park Post Mount
(09)

Clifton Park Side Mount
(09)

Clifton Park Hanging
(09)

McKinley Post Mount (01) McKinley Side Mount (01) McKinley Hanging (01)
U
U
U
12

Raley Post Mount (16)

Raley Side Mount (16)

Savannah Post Mount
(15)

Savannah Side Mount
(15)

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Washington Post Mount
(01) U

Classic Post Mount (20)

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Classic Side Mount (71)

Seafarer Hanging (24)

American Heritage
Post Mount (20)

American Heritage
Side Mount small (20)

American Heritage
Side Mount large (24)

Whitney Post Mount (01)

Whitney Side Mount (03)

Monroe Post Mount (01)

Colonial Post Mount (44)

Colonial Side Mount (46)

Vidalia Post Mount (11)

Vidalia Side Mount (07)

U

U

U

Side Mount Models
American Heritage small
large
Classic*
Clifton Park *
Colonial**
Freeport**
Hermitage
Jefferson
Lexington
small
Madison
medium
large
McKinley***
Old Colony*
small
large
Raley***
Reef
Revere**
San Clemente*
small
large
Sanibel
Savannah
Vidalia Onion
small
small
med
Whitney

Product #
2981059
2981093
2968039
2972423
2968463
2971805
29688082
2966141
2982233
2963421
2963441
2962641
2981066
2981067
2971600
2971954
2971184
2972440
2972445
2985155
2982253
2981613
2981613
2981612
2961311

Hanging/Flush Mount Lanterns
Model
Product # Finishes

Finishes
20, 24
20, 24
20, 71
09
44, 46
19
71
01, 03, 05
20
01, 03
01, 03
01, 03, 05
05, 20
05, 20
16
06
07
09
09
15, 17
15
07, 11, 20
15
07, 11, 20
01, 03, 05

Width

Width
6¾"
8¾"
10"
9¼"
9¼"
10"
9"
7"
9"
9¾"
14"
12"
7½"
11"
7¼"
9"
7"
8½"
14"
12"
9½"
8¾"
8¾"
11½"
9"

Height

Height
14½"
21¾"
20"
14¾"
21"
15¼"
15"
22"
18"
8¼"
10¾"
21"
17"
27"
16¾"
12¾"
21¾"
13¾"
20¾"
12¾"
22"
17¾"
17¾"
21"
19"

Price
$198
$269
$149
$249
$269
$269
$189
$319
$189
$369
$429
$489
$219
$289
$219
$219
$489
$259
$489
$199
$359
$359
$379
$398
$489

Height w/chain Price

Clifton Park* 2972422
09
10½"
19¼"
see below
$449
Clifton Park Hanging lantern comes with 6’ of wire and 5’ of chain to customize your length.
Madison Side Mount (01) Hermitage Post Mount (71) Hermitage Side Mount (71) Jefferson Post Mount (01)
U
U

Jefferson Side Mount (01)
U

McKinley***
Seafarer

2962632
2981106

01=Antique Brass
03=Dark Brass
05=Verde Brass
06=Hematite
07=Sienna
09=Copper Bronze
Sanibel Side Mount (17)

Freeport Post Mount (19)

Freeport Side Mount (19)

Reef Post Mount (06)

01, 03, 05
24

11=Gun Metal
15=Copper
16=Museum Black
17=Galvanized
19=Oil Rubbed
20=Black

10½"
7½"

15½"
15½"

27"
54"

24=Bronze
44=Weathered Copper
46=Oxidized Bronze
71=Antique Bronze

$459
$289

*Beveled glass
**Seedy glass
***Optic glass
)2-lite fixture
))3-lite fixture

Reef Side Mount (06)
13

Styles Outdoors
Imagine relaxing and entertaining throughout
the warmer months with an outdoor area that’s
perfect for your home. From pergolas and outdoor
kitchens, to shower enclosures and structures,
Walpole will be delighted to help you create your
dream environment.

14

B. Gateway Pergola Y
Charm meets formal elegance in this AZEK pergola. Handcrafted
with two 5½" sq. posts in a choice of 4½', 6' (pictured) and 8'
openings. The single 5½" sq. carrying beam supports 1½" x 5½"
joists which are 3' long. These are notched for style, stability, and
easy assembly. The three laths are 1½" sq. Prefinished white. Lights
supplied by homeowner. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
4½' #795350 $1,885 6' #795349 $2,085 8' #795347 $2,285

Pergolas
Whenever the weather is pleasant, your Walpole pergola will entice you outdoors into the garden,
by the pool, on the patio or porch. Add a shade canopy for added comfort. A pergola can also create
a dramatic entranceway or walkway. Both Walpole’s kit and custom pergolas are handcrafted
in your choice of low maintenance AZEK cellular PVC, natural wood, or extruded (hollow) vinyl.
V
A. Custom Pergolas X Y
Walpole has been handcrafting exceptional pergolas for more than 80 years. We have the in-house expertise,
tools, and technology to create custom pergolas of any size or style, for any location – residential or commercial. Our professionals will work from your drawings, sketches, or photographs. To learn more, or to order a
canopy for an existing pergola, call 800-343-6948.

A

B
Apollo Opening Roof Pergola
The Apollo Opening roof – with wireless remote and
automatic rain sensor option – is an innovative solution
for residential and commercial pergolas. The system
gives protection from the rain when closed (photo C), while providing light and
solar heat gain when open (photo D). During the hot summer months it can be
partially closed for full energy saving shade, while allowing natural air circulation
for additional cooling. When fully closed the interlocking louvers have the
sophisticated look and feel of a traditional tongue and groove ceiling.
Constructed from high quality extruded aluminum to ensure durability, 2" by
8" frames and 4" square posts. Baked-on enamel provides a lasting finish on the
louvers and gutters in a choice of white or sand. The frame is available in white,
sand or bronze anodized (as shown). Motor freight.

C

Within 5 miles of salt water a specialty finish, at an additional charge will be needed
to preserve the Apollo 25 year warranty from defects in materials and finish.

Size

Louver &
Gutter Color

Product #

10' x 10'

A

Frame
Finishes*

White
#321010WFx
1, 2, 3
Sand
#321010SFx
1, 2, 3
10' x 12'
White
#321012WFx
1, 2, 3
Sand
#321012SFx
1, 2, 3
10' x 14'
White
#321014WFx
1, 2, 3
Sand
#321014SFx
1, 2, 3
10' x 16'
White
#321016WFx
1, 2, 3
Sand
#321016SFx
1, 2, 3
*x=Frame Finish color: 1= White, 2=Sand, 3=Bronze Anodized

Price
$12,750
$12,750
$13,850
$13,850
$15,285
$15,285
$16,550
$16,550

D

More Choices!
Apollo also offers 2" x10" frames and
6" x 6" posts, standard sizes up to 10' x 20' .
Custom sizes available.

A

Custom Apollo Rooftop Conference Room
This stunning employee area atop Clarks
Americas in Waltham, Massachusetts, is 20'
long. The Apollo shade louvers feature a clear
coat finish. Walpole crafted the planter box
anchors in AZEK cellular PVC. To learn more,
call 800-343-6948.
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Unsurpassed Shade Pergola Kits
True Sizes: Walpole pergola sizes are measured from the center of the columns, and our beams project 24" beyond the center of the columns.
Detail: Our construction includes more joists and laths, providing a more
attractive spacing.
Flexibility: All of our kits -- including Walpole Extruded Vinyl Pergolas
– have sturdy construction to accept a manually-operated shade canopy.
Ease: Shipped motor freight, canopies arrive ready to install.
Kit choices in AZEK, natural wood, or extruded vinyl. V

A

A. Extruded Vinyl Shade Pergola Kits
If you like the idea of low maintenance, then you will be especially attracted to our
handsome vinyl kit. Columns, beams, and rafters are reinforced with pressure treated
lumber. The white vinyl surface is unfinished. Custom sizes are also available.
Motor freight.
Double Beams: 1½"x 7¼" Joists: 1½" x 5¼" Laths: 1½" square
Round PVC Columns: 10" dia. x 85½"H Square PVC Columns: 8" square x 97½"H
Size
10' x10'
10' x12'
10' x14'
12' x12'
12' x14'
14' x14'

Column
Round
Square
Round
Square
Round
Square
Round
Square
Round
Square
Round
Square

Pergola #
#740516R
#740516S
#740518R
#740518S
#740520R
#740520S
#740522R
#740522S
#740524R
#740524S
#740526R
#740526S

Pergola $
$4,800
$4,400
$5,300
$4,900
$5,975
$5,500
$5,900
$5,500
$6,500
$6,100
$6,800
$6,400

Canopy #
#2FM201

Canopy $
$2,725

#2FM202

$3,130
B

#2FM203

$3,515

#2FM302

$3,605

#2FM303

$4,096

#2FM403

$4,665

C-E. Shade Pergola Kits Crafted with AZEK Y
Standard pergolas handcrafted in low maintenance cellular PVC are available in six sizes,
with 10" round or 8" square, 97½"H columns. Freestanding pergolas with an arch top or
classic straight top. Our attached pergolas in a straight top only. Each pergola style and size
is offered with a manual shade canopy. The attached shade not only provides shelter
from light rain and bright sun, it can also cast a cooling shadow over your home’s
immediate interior. Load-bearing Fiberglass Round and AZEK Square Columns
have a steel pipe core. 3½" x 7¼" beams and 1½" x 7¼" rafters are reinforced
with structural aluminum. Laths are 1½" square. The seamless white vinyl surface
is factory-finished with Sherwin-Williams Super Paint and carries a 25 year
warranty. Custom sizes are also available.
C. Straight Top Freestanding Pergola Kits
Size
Column
Pergola #
Pergola $
10' x10'
Round
#795385R
$8,525
Square
#795385S
$9,400
10' x12'
Round
#795386R
$9,125
Square
#795386S
$10,100
10' x14'
Round
#795387R
$9,850
Square
#795387S
$10,600
12' x12'
Round
#795388R
$9,885
Square
#795388S
$10,900
12' x14'
Round
#795389R
$10,550
Square
#795389S
$11,550
14' x14'
Round
#795395R
$10,900
Square
#795395S
$11,750

Canopy #
#2FM201

Canopy $
$2,725

#2FM202

$3,130

#2FM203

$3,515

#2FM302

$3,605

#2FM303

$4,096

#2FM403

$4,665

B. Natural Western Red Cedar Shade Pergola Kit X
This kit features stunning, select grade and knot-free kiln dried Western Red Cedar.
The Walpole "E" end cut style is standard. Your kit is unstained and will weather to a
beautiful silver gray. Add a canopy and extend your outdoor enjoyment significantly.
Motor freight.
Double Beams: 1½"x 7¼" Joists: 1½" x 7¼" Laths: 1½" square
Posts: 5½" square x 97½"H with pipe in base for setting in concrete
Size
10' x10'
10' x12'
10' x14'
12' x12'
12' x14'
14' x14'
16

Pergola #
#140250
#140252
#140254
#140256
#140257
#140258

Pergola $
$6,870
$7,575
$8,560
$8,580
$9,360
$9,620

Canopy #
#2FM201
#2FM202
#2FM203
#2FM302
#2FM303
#2FM403

Canopy $
$2,725
$3,130
$3,515
$3,605
$4,096
$4,665
To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

C
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Custom Canopies and Screens
With a retractable pergola canopy, showers or
strong sun overhead won’t detract from your
enjoyment. Retractable screens create privacy,
protection from glare and shade when needed.
Whether you choose motor drive or manually
operated, your family and guests will be
sheltered in comfort and style. Motor freight.
Underside ShadeFX Canopy
With motor drive or manual operation, you
can spend more time under your pergola, free
from glaring sun or light rain. Engineered to
surpass the limitations of traditional awnings
and canopies, ShadeFX’s Patented Single
Track system enables unparalleled coverage,
protection and customization. We offer
Sunbrella® rain-resistant fabric.
D
D. Straight Top Attached Pergola Kits
Size
Column Pergola #
10' x10'
Round
#795360R
Square
#795360S
10' x12'
Round
#795361R
Square
#795361S
10' x14'
Round
#795362R
Square
#795362S
12' x12'
Round
#795363R
Square
#795363S
12' x14'
Round
#795364R
Square
#795364S
14' x14'
Round
#795365R
Square
#795365S

E

Pergola $
$6,750
$7,200
$7,300
$7,750
$7,950
$8,400
$8,100
$8,600
$8,750
$9,250
$9,200
$9,450

E. Arch Top Freestanding Pergola Kits
Size
Column Pergola #
10' x10'
Round
#795390R
Square
#795390S
10' x12'
Round
#795391R
Square
#795391S
10' x14'
Round
#795392R
Square
#795392S
12' x12'
Round
#795393R
Square
#795393S
12' x14'
Round
#795394R
Square
#795394S
14' x14'
Round
#795396R
Square
#795396S

800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com

Pergola $
$9,350
$10,400
$10,100
$11,050
$10,900
$11,750
$10,900
$11,900
$11,750
$12,800
$12,200
$13,100

Canopy #
#2FM201

Canopy $
$2,725

#2FM202

$3,130

#2FM203

$3,515

#2FM302

$3,605

#2FM303

$4,096

#2FM403

$4,665

Canopy #
#2FM201A

Canopy $
$3,595

#2FM202A

$4,010

#2FM203A

$4,390

#2FM302A

$4,480

#2FM303A

$4,970

#2FM403A

$5,540

Top-Mounted Shade Canopy
This top-mounted motorized canopy can be
open and closed without interfering with
your existing pergola lighting or ceiling fans.
Along with accompanying drip-free gutters,
the canopy attaches securely to your pergola,
no matter its dimensions. We offer many
solids and pattern choices in acrylic decorative
solar screen and waterproof fabrics.
Drop Screen
A smart attractive way to provide a wall of
shade on your pergola is with an attached
drop screen. It can be lowered or opened
whenever you choose. We offer elegant
choices in mesh fabrics of different densities
and colors which can match your shade
canopy.
Canopy Fabric Choices
For all our standard kits choose from over
fifty Sunbrella® rain resistant, waterproof
and commercial fabrics. Visit our store
nearest you or call 800-343-6948.
In our store areas, Walpole will come
to you and take measurements.
We also offer professional installation.
Call 800-343-6948.

Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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Pavilions & Gazebos

Railings
Handcrafted in low maintenance AZEK cellular PVC, Walpole’s railing systems
have both the style and structural integrity to bring you countless years of pride
in ownership. Complement your home’s architecture with Walpole solutions for
wraparound porches, patios, entranceways, and more. We craft our railings using
proprietary dies, allowing our skilled professionals to create complete systems with
seamless top rails that are perfectly straight or formed to follow sweeping curves.
Delivered in pre-assembled sections, your railings are factory coated at Walpole with
Sherwin-Williams® VinylSafe paint in your choice of colors. To learn more, including
custom design options, call 800-343-6948. V

Pavilions

From floor to roofline, a Walpole pavilion is the perfect location
for your outdoor kitchen and seating area. Our standard pavilions,
handcrafted in low maintenance AZEK cellular PVC, are offered in
sizes from 8' by 8' up to 15' by 25', with round or square columns
and a choice of roof styles. Pavilions are factory pre-coated with
Sherwin-Williams VinylSafe paint. Custom sizes and architectural
elements – such as decorative brackets, lattice panels, arches, drop
shades, dentil molding, and fretwork available. V
Gazebos

Walpole’s pre-engineered modular gazebos
from Vixen Hill feature cabinetmaker joinery and
computer-aided designs that are unsurpassed in
quality and detail. Gazebos are handcrafted from
carefully chosen kiln dried Western Red Cedar.
A handy homeowner can install these gazebos in a single day that
will bring a lifetime of joy. Shipped kit. Motor freight. Installation
available in our retail locations. U
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Free design consultation
Whether you are considering a pavilion, gazebo, or railing system, Walpole
offers a free design consultation. Call the Walpole Outdoors store nearest you.
Or, outside our store areas, call 800-343-6948. A Walpole professional will walk
you through your many options – including kits and custom designs.

The Finest Outdoor Kitchens
Without Reservation.
Frameless European style cabinetry
from Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens.
Walpole can help you create a spectacular dream kitchen in your
favorite outdoor spot where family and friends delight in gathering
throughout the warmer months. With Danver Outdoor Kitchens or
Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens you are assured the quality, color,
style, design, and durability you demand for your cherished outdoor
entertainment space. U
100% stainless outdoor kitchen cabinetry.
Danver has been the nation’s leading outdoor kitchen cabinet
manufacturer for over 20 years. Their 100% stainless steel kitchen
cabinets are crafted to fit any manufacturer’s grills, refrigerators,
sinks, pizza ovens, smokers, side burners, bar stations, kegerators,
and wine coolers.

A full menu of features and options.
Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens provide almost limitless
configurations. Features include:
• Modular cabinets with flexible design and a lifetime warranty
• Soft-close stainless steel door hinges
• Maintenance-free powder coat finishes
• Options include powder coated designer colors, realistic wood
grains and other finishes
• Choose from a variety of door styles
• Sizes to fit all outdoor appliances
• Cabinetry made to order in Connecticut
Danver and Brown Jordan Outdoor Kitchens afford you the design
flexibility to create outdoor living and dining spaces anywhere –
from deck and backyard, to poolside and rooftop.

Call or visit any Walpole store for
professional advice on cabinetry and appliance options.
We also encourage you to visit
danver.com
and brownjordanoutdoorkitchens.com
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Shower Enclosures
An outdoor shower is one of the great joys of
warmer weather. Whether rinsing off from a day
at the beach or by the pool, after exercising or
puttering around in the garden, there’s nothing
more refreshing. And you won’t track any mess
into the house – because your shower enclosure
is just steps from your back door. V

AZEK Shower Decking Y
With the beauty and feel of real wood, coupled with
low maintenance, Walpole’s shower platforms –
crafted from AZEK’s Slate Gray Harvest Collection
decking material – are the perfect fit for your
enclosure. Fits both Cedar and Azek styles.
Motor Freight.
Barnstable Deck, 33"W, 41"D. 1 piece.
#795191D $329
Sandwich Deck, 57"W x 41"D. 1 piece.
#795192D $498
Chatham Deck, 82½"W x 65"D. 3 pieces.
#795194D $898

A. AZEK Barnstable Kit Y

B. AZEK Sandwich Kit Y

Standard Outdoor Shower Kits
Walpole offers a choice from 15 exceptional
handcrafted outdoor shower enclosure kits,
freestanding or attached – with or without pergola
tops. You can further enhance your shower area
with cedar or AZEK decking, utility cabinets, shower
mirrors, towel and clothes racks.

Barnstable Attached AZEK (pictured)
77¾"H, 47"W, 50¼"D. #795191 $2,379

Barnstable Freestanding AZEK,
77¾"H, 47"W, 54¼"D. #795191F $2,939

Sandwich Attached AZEK,
77¾"H, 72"W, 50¼"D. #795192 $2,939

Sandwich Freestanding AZEK,
77¾"H, 72"W, 54¼"D. #795192F $3,779

Barnstable Attached AZEK with Pergola Top,
98¼"H, 81½"W, 64¾"D.* #795191P $3,579

Barnstable Freestanding AZEK with Pergola Top,
98¼"H, 81½"W, 82½"D.* #795191FP $4,479

Sandwich Attached AZEK with Pergola Top,
98¼"H, 106½"W, 64¼"D.* #795192P $4,479

Sandwich Freestanding AZEK with
Pergola Top (pictured), 98¼"H, 106½"W,
82½"D.* #795192FP $5,879

A-C. AZEK Enclosures
Come standard with 1" x 6" tongue and groove
AZEK board construction, 5½" sq. posts with
Westport post caps, a panel height of 6' and a
white, factory prefinish. Hardware includes black
powder coated, galvanized heavy reversible strap
hinges and ring latch. Motor freight.

* Measurements include pergola-top overhang.
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To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Shower Accessories
A. Utility Cabinet ◆ ❖
Backless cabinet with two shelves for
shampoo and soap.
White Cedar, 22"H, 14"W, 4"D.
#291029 $159
AZEK, painted white. 26"H, 15¼"W,
4½"D. #795196 $179

A

A

B

B. Cedar Decking ◆
Construction for years of outdoor use.
36" x 42". White Cedar, #291031 $249
C
C. Towel/Clothes Rack ◆ ❖
Handy towel rack with 3 dowels.
AZEK, 3½"H, 22"W. #795197 $89
White Cedar, 3½"H, 22"W. #291030 $69
D-G. Shower Mirrors ❖
Mirrors for the outdoors crafted in AZEK,
painted white.
D. Cathedral Mirror, 33"H, 19½"W.
#261864 $129
E. Windowpane Mirror, 23"H, 23"W.
#261865 $129
F. Large Plain-Frame Mirror, 22"H,
16"W. #795190 $129
G. Sailboat Cut-Out Mirror, 17"H,
10¼"W. #795198 $89

C. AZEK Chatham Kit ❖

Chatham Attached AZEK (pictured),
77¾"H, 96"W, 74¼"D. #795194 $4,189

Chatham Freestanding AZEK,
77¾"H, 96"W, 78½"D. #795194F $4,979

Chatham Attached AZEK with Pergola Top,
98¼"H, 130½"W, 87¼"D.* #795194P $6,259

Chatham Freestanding AZEK with PergolaTop,
98¼"H, 130½"W, 106½"D.* #795194FP $7,649

C

D

E

Upstair windows?
Ask about our pergola-top privacy shades!
Call 800-343-6948 for more details.

F

G

D. White Cedar Enclosures ◆
Crafted with Shiplapped 1" x 4" board
construction to ensure snug overlapping
and no peepholes. Unstained, with
4½" sq. bevel-topped posts and a
panel height of 6'. Hardware includes
galvanized strap hinges and latch.
Sandwich Attached White Cedar,
76"H, 69"W, 49½"D. #291002 $1,549
Motor freight.

Barnstable Attached White Cedar,
76"H, 45"W, 49½"D. #291001 $1,389

Chatham Attached White Cedar (pictured),
76"H, 93"W, 73½"D. #291004 $1,749
D. White Cedar Kit ◆

800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com

Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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Small Buildings
These charming New England style buildings are more than just a
shed. Custom built on your property or available as DIY kits.
Our sheds and small buildings are the
perfect blend of function and fashion,
sure to add value to your property while
Buildings Beyond Your Expectation
protecting your assets from the elements

A. Quivett Cape
Our most popular design, The Quivett Cape, features a steep 10/12 pitch
with included 48" storage loft. 6'5" walls on front and back creating
ample storage space for the included 48" deep loft.
Base price for our Quivett Cape without optional accessories:
6' x 8' $2,890
8' x 14' $4,680
10' x 16' $5,980
6' x 10' $3,120
8' x 16' $5,100
10' x 20' $7,250
8' x 8' $3,120
10' x 10' $4,180
12' x 12' $5,580
8' x 10' $3,540
10' x 12' $4,550
12' x 14' $6,200
8' x 12' $4,000
10' x 14' $5,300
12' x 16' $7,100

A-C. Classic Series
The Classic Shed series is designed to meet your basic storage needs. Our
buildings are perfect to help reduce yard, basement and garage clutter.
These quality built panelized sheds are custom built on your property or
available as DIY kits.
Choose from three stylish design made in the USA:
• Quivett Cape
• Stony Brook Saltbox
• Cuttyhunk

Classic Series Standard Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Solid concrete block footing
2"x 6" pressure treated joists 16" O.C. 2"x 8" for 12' buildings
5⁄8" Stabledge® flooring with 50 year warranty
Pre-cut floor & roof components
European spruce premium framing-panelized walls
Premium wide pine exterior wall boards
6'5" interior wall height
Diagonal wind & corner bracing
Stabledge® roof sheathing 5⁄8"
4' deep storage loft (Quivett Cape 0nly)
Cellular PVC trim boards
White cedar shingles; primed clapboard or Everlast siding on front
Board & Batten siding on three walls (natural)
Classic vinyl opening window with screen (24" x 38")
36" x 72" PVC bead board door with ramp and black hinges
Lockable door handle system
8" x 8" aluminum gable louvers
3 tab asphalt roof shingles with 25 year warranty
12' walls or less across front include 1 window
14' walls or longer across the front include 2 windows
No paint or staining available except for prefinished options

For more information, pricing details, videos and
large photo galleries of buildings please visit PINEHARBOR.COM.
Please contact a Walpole Sales Associate for additional information,
color brochure and complimentary site visit.

10' x 16' Quivett Cape with options

8' x 12' Quivett Cape with options

8' x 12' Stony Brook Saltbox with options

10' x 14' Stony Brook Saltbox with options

6' x 12' Cuttyhunk Standard

6' x 10' Cuttyhunk Standard

B. Stony Brook Saltbox
The charming Stony Brook Saltbox design offers a quaint saltbox roof design for those low profile areas. Features less overhead storage space than
the Quivett Cape. The front wall is 6'5" and the back wall drops to 5'2".
The roof pitch is 7/12. Doors and windows must be placed on front wall.
Base price for our Stony Brook without optional accessories:
6' x 6' $2,550
8' x 8' $2,880
10' x 10' $3,780
6' x 8' $2,650
8' x 10' $3,200
10' x 12' $4,200
6' x 10' $2,870
8' x 12' $3,650
10' x 14' $5,000
6' x 12' $3,100
8' x 14' $4,150
10' x 16' $5,400
8' x 16' $4,560
C. Cuttyhunk
When you need just a little more space. The Cuttyhunk is perfect. This
lean to design can stand alone or placed against another building. The
lower front wall is 6'5" with a 3/12 roof pitch. This design comes with
double doors. Limited customization.
Base price for our Cuttyhunk without optional accessories:
6' x 8' $2,200
8' x 8' $2,840
4' x 6' $1,785
4' x 8' $2,020
6' x 10' $2,480
8' x 10' $3,020
4' x 10' $2,350
6' x 12' $2,900
8' x 12' $3,450

Custom Small Buildings
Signature Series Buildings are distinct designs
created to fit your lifestyle needs. Each hand
crafted Signature Series building comes standard with the highest quality components and
industry leading features. We have extensive
options to create the perfect building for you
and your surroundings. The list of custom
options is endless.

Some buildings shown have upgraded optional features not included
in standard pricing. Installation not included in price.
To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com
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Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

D-F. Signature Series

D. Cape Codder

For over 35 years Pine Harbor Wood Products has built a reputation on custom
small buildings with superior style & quality. Our Signature Series is a fully
customizable building with an extensive library of options, allowing you to
create the building of your dreams. We have created the ultimate in outdoor
storage buildings with our exclusive TIMBERPANEL frame system using
beautiful and durable fir beams that allows for extreme flexibility with the
door & window layouts. These charming New England style buildings are
more than just a shed.
Choose from three unique designs –
Cape Codder
Vineyard Overhang
Islander

Signature Series Standard Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pressure treated floor joists system with a joist support ledger board
5/8" Stabledge® flooring with a 50 year warranty
Heavy duty structural fir TIMBERPANEL frame system
Standard 10/12 roof pitch
Standard 7'4" interior wall height
Premium quality pine wall board and roof sheathing
36" 2 panel PVC bead board door with lockable handle and ramp
24" x 41" PVC double hung window(s) with applied grilles,
sills and casing
(1) 48" storage loft inside
Cottage trim package is standard on all Signature designs
Low maintenance PVC exterior trim boards
PVC 1" x 5" corner boards and casings
30 year architectural roofing
(2) 10" x 14" PVC gable vents
White cedar shingles; primed clapboard or Everlast siding on front
Remaining 3 walls are natural Board & Batten siding
12' walls or less across the front include 1 window
14' walls or longer across the front include 2 windows
No paint or staining available except for prefinished options

The Cape Codder is an exquisite building inside and out, offering ample
storage for all your assets. The incredible fir TIMBERPANEL frame is both
strong and beautiful. With an interior wall height of 7'4" on both the
front and back walls, a steep 10/12 roof pitch along with the included 4'
storage loft, there is plenty of room.
Base price for our Cape Codder without optional accessories:
8' x 12' $5,700
10' x 16' $9,370
12' x 24' $16,850
8' x 14' $6,600
10' x 20' $11,580
14' x 16' $14,000
8' x 16' $7,480
12' x 14' $9,820
14' x 20' $16,800
10' x 12' $7,000
12' x 16' $11,260
14' x 24' $19,700
10' x 14' $8,250
12' x 20' $14,100

12' x 16' Cape Codder with options

12' x 14' Cape Codder with options

10' x 14' Islander with options

10' x 16' Islander with options

10' x 14' Vineyard Overhang with options

12' x 20' Vineyard Overhang with options

E. Islander
The Islander has a front wall height of 7'4" and a back wall height of of
5'8". We created this beautiful saltbox style roof by reducing the back wall
height by 20". Maintaining a 10/12 roof pitch on the front and back, the
ridge is now off center, still leaving plenty of room in the rafters for the
included loft.
Base price for our Islander without optional accessories:
8' x 12'
$5,900
10' x 16' $9,950
12' x 24' $17,500
8' x 14'
$6,900
10' x 20' $12,260
14' x 16' $13,600
8' x 16'
$7,920
12' x 14' $10,260
14' x 20' $16,800
10' x 12' $7,270
12' x 16' $11,600
14' x 24' $19,650
10' x 14' $8,600
12' x 20' $14,630
F. Vineyard Overhang
The Vineyard Overhang boasts the same wall height of 7'4" on both the
inside front and back walls with a 32" back roof extension for outside
storage. It also includes a 48" storage loft inside. The overhang has the
option of extended side walls or just the roof extension — your choice.
This offers the most overall storage space of all of our designs.
Base price for our Vineyard Overhang without optional accessories:
8' x 12' $6,000
10' x 16' $10,150
12' x 24' $18,100
8' x 14' $7,000
10' x 20' $12,500
14' x 16' $15,000
8' x 16' $8,050
12' x 14' $10,360
14' x 20' $18,200
10' x 12' $7,600
12' x 16' $13,370
14' x 24' $21,000
10' x 14' $8,800
12' x 20' $14,950

Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

Local assembly, delivery and installation available
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Arbors
The high point of any beautiful garden is an elegant
Walpole arbor. Choose a style that’s the ideal accompaniment to your fence, garden gate, or stands
majestically on its own to encourage climbing plants.
All of our arbors are handcrafted in AZEK, a material
with the look of natural wood yet requires little to no
maintenance. V
A. Spindle Top Arbor with a Hampton Gate ❖
Noted for its classic good looks, our Spindle Top arbor is
popular with customers nationwide. Here, it complements
a custom Hampton double gate with decorative styles and
a scallop top that curves from 5'H to 4' 4"H at center. The
picket has a half- lapped lattice topper, and the hardware
includes black powder coated 12" heavy reversible hinges,
a ring latch and cane bolt. Prefinished white.
Shipped Kit. Motor freight.
3½'W Arbor with single gate, #796096 $2,395
4'W Arbor with single gate, #796097 $2,545
4½'W Arbor with double gate, #796098 $3,375
6'W Arbor with double gate, #796099 $3,975

B

B. Spindle Top Arbor ❖
Crafted in AZEK with 4" sq. posts, and a 3½" sq. arch.
5'H horizontal/vertical lattice side panels. 37½"D.
Shipped Kit. Motor freight.
3½'W, #796100 $1,295
4'W, #796101A $1,345
4½'W, #796101 $1,395
6'W, #796102 $1,695
C. Spindle Top Arbor with a Nantucket Picket Gate ❖
This classic Spindle Top arbor works in harmony with a
dignified 4'H Nantucket picket gate with subtle scallop
top. Hardware includes black powder coated 12" heavy
reversible hinges and a ring latch. Fence sections sold
separately. Prefinished white. Shipped Kit. Motor freight.
3½'W Arbor with single gate, #796118 $1,995
4'W Arbor with single gate, #796119 $2,045

A
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To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

C

D. Brookfield Arbor ❖
Cellular PVC with 4" sq. posts, and
4½" sq. carrying beams. 38"D. 6' high
horizontal/vertical lattice side panels
with 2½" openings. Side fence panels
sold separately. Prefinished white.
Shipped kit. Motor freight.
3½'W, #796110 $1,295
4'W, #796113 $1,345
4½'W, #796111 $1,395
6'W, #796112 $1,695
E. Garden Arbor ❖
Contemporary, cellular PVC pergola style
arbor with 4" sq. posts and 4½" sq.
decorative carrying beams. 1½" x 5½"
cross members with 1½" sq. pergola
lathing. 34½"D. Prefinished white.
Shipped kit. Motor freight.
3½'W, #796120 $1,195
4'W, #796122A $1,245
4½'W, #796121 $1,295
6'W, #796122 $1,495
D

F. Brookfield Arbor
with Westchester Gate ❖
Creating an inviting entranceway, our
standard Brookfield arbor with 4" sq.
posts and 4 ½" sq. carrying beams
frames a 4' H scallop topped Westchester
gate. Hardware includes black powder
coated hinges and ring latch. Fence
sections sold separately. Prefinished
white. Shipped Kit. Motor freight.
3½'W arbor with single gate,
#796116 $2,195
4'W arbor with single gate,
#796117 $2,345
G. Custom Gates and Fence Sections
Walpole Outdoors invites you to mix
and match any of our gate styles and
fence sections to create a larger overall
garden presence that is both distinctive
and impressive.

E

F
800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com

G
Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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A
A. Arched Arbor with a Westchester Double Gate ❖
Standing majestically and featuring expansive arches under
decorative carrying beams, the Arched arbor has 34½" W
standard horizontal/vertical lattice panels with 5" openings,
and 4" square posts. A handsome Westchester picket double
gate complements this arbor. Hardware includes black powder
coated hinges, ring latch and cane bolt. Prefinished white.
Shipped Kit. Motor freight.
4½'W arbor #796092 $1,945
4½'W arbor with double gate, #796094 $3,395
6'W arbor #796093 $2,195
6'W arbor with double gate, #796095 $3,545
B. Shannon Arbor ❖
5" sq. vinyl posts support the 37"D arch. Crafted in
AZEK. Mortise construction. Prefinished white.
Shipped kit. Motor freight.
3½'W, #796124A $989
4½'W, #796124 $1,095
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C

C. Sheffield Arbor ❖
Crafted with 4" sq. vinyl posts, 3½" sq. elliptical arches and
keystone. Offered with or without a Chippendale bench, and
5'H, 33"W horizontal/vertical lattice side panels with 5" openings.
1¼" dia. spindles. 41"D. AZEK Prefinished white. Shipped kit.
Motor freight.
4½'W w/bench #796106 $2695
4½'W w/o bench #796107 $1649
6'W w/bench #796108 $3,549
6'W w/o bench #796109 $1,995
D. Plantation Arbor ❖
The Plantation arbor is always an inviting attraction, no matter
where it is located in the garden. 6'W with 4" sq. vinyl posts and
three sturdy carrying beams. The horizontal/vertical lattice side
panels are 6'H, with 2½" openings. Sold with our comfortable
4' Hyannis porch swing which is crafted from low maintenance
recycled material. Hanging hardware included. Arbor and swing
are prefinished white. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
#796123 $3,989
To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

C
Custom Arbors
Walpole can create a custom
arbor or garden structure in
natural wood or wood alternative
material in a special paint color
that reflects your style or specific
needs. Whether the location is
around your home or commercial
property, our expert craftsmen
will work from your drawings
or ideas.

D
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Gates
Walpole gates have half-lapped, cross-braced
construction ensuring that they’ll be trouble-free year
after year. Offered in AZEK. Supplied in kit form (partially
assembled). Motor freight. Local installation is available.
V
B

A. Basking Ridge Gate Y
This dramatic, handcrafted board gate serves as an impressive
entrance through hedge or other shrubbery. Together, the
concave gate and arch blend seamlessly to form a perfect circle
through which to view your landscape. 5½" wide boards, and 4"
sq. posts, topped by a 3½" single arch. Gate hardware consists
of a black ring latch and two 12" heavy reversible strap hinges.
The gate is 60"H, 48"W, and 92"overall height with the arch.
Prefinished in verde green or white. 4'H, 4'W.
Verde Green, #795684 $1,789
White, #795684W $1,789
B. Chelsea Picket Gate Y
The delicately curved brace and Sphere Post Caps give this 3'H,
3'W Chelsea gate with concave scallop top a sophisticated look.
Gate includes 5½" square posts, a pair of black heavy reversible
strap hinges and a black ring latch. Crafted in AZEK.
Prefinished white.
3'H, 3'W, #795691 $1,329
3'H, 3½'W, #795692 $1,389
3½'H, 3'W, #795693 $1,389 3½'H, 3½'W, #795694 $1,419
C. Welcoming Gate Y
Indelibly impressed with the fruits of our labor. Technically, this
4'H gate has ¾" thick shiplapped face boards, and two 5½" sq.
posts with Colonial post caps. But aesthetically, it has charm and
flair that transcend description. To own it is to love it. Black ring
latch and strap hinges included. Prefinished white.
4'H, 3'W, #795695 $1,249
4'H, 3½'W, #795696 $1,259
4'H, 4'W, #795697 $1,289

A
E. Single Arch with Double Gate Y
Shown, 4½" sq. posts, 4" in vinyl and 3½" single arch. Arch or arch with gate may be purchased
separately. Double Nantucket picket gate built to fit width of arch is 3½'H with 6" scallop. Comes
with black ring latch and galvanized strap hinges. Prefinished white.
Stand Alone Single Arch
Single Arch with Gate
3½'W, #795685 $679
3½'W single gate, #795688 $1,489
4½'W, #795686 $739
4½'W double gate, #795689 $1,549
6'W, #795687 $895
6'W double gate, #795690 $1,779

F. Cannon Ball Closure
D. Westerly Walk Gate Y
Chain and ball, black powder coated. #294330 $89
Perfect when placed between a stone wall, a hedge or
wherever you feel a stylish gate will enhance your outdoor area. White 4½" sq. Cedar post, 48"L. #294331 $48
Sturdy and secure these AZEK gates have 4" posts with halfG. Harwich Double Walk Gate Y
round tops. Walpole Chestnut Hill pickets are secured with an
An enduring picket classic with sophisticated touches and first quality hardware. Built to fit a
ogee curved top rail. Prefinished white. Black ring latch and
61" gate opening. 72" overall including the 5½" sq. posts with Falmouth caps. Decorative 4½"
strap hinges included.
gate styles frame the 1½" sq. pickets set on the diamond of the two 29¾"W, 3½'H gate leaves.
3½'H, 3½'W, #795680 $1,189
Reinforced with a continuous aluminum frame and finished with AZEK. Hardware includes 12"
3½'H, 4'W, #795681 $1,229
black heavy reversible strap hinges, cane bolt and decorative black ring latch. Prefinished white.
4'H, 3½'W, #795682 $1,229
E
#795698 $2,985
4'H, 4'W, #795683 $1,259
800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com
Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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Gate Hardware

Trellis

A. Gravity Latch
Our self-latching hardware
accommodates a padlock.
Black Powder Coated #129078 $30
Brushed Stainless #129082 $30

Permit us to stimulate your imagination with ideas for trellis
that add handsome good looks atop windows and over the
garage. All handcrafted in low maintenance AZEK. One bracket
recommended for every 8 ft. of lathing. V

B & C. Heavy, Reversible Hinge Pairs
Heavy reversible strap hinges are
hot-dipped galvanized with a black
powder coating.
B. Straight Strap Hinge Pairs
A sturdy pair of hinges that can be
flush-mounted to accent the
decorative end cups.
7" Galvanized #129008A $37/pr.
12" Galvanized #129009 $44/pr.
7" Black #129013A $55/pr.
12" Black #129014 $67/pr.
C. Curved & Straight Strap Hinge Pairs
A truly curved hinge that is adjustable
and follows the curved rail of a
decorative gate.
12" Curved top strap and Straight
bottom strap hinge, #198CH12 $90/pr.
16" Curved top strap and Straight
bottom strap hinge, #198CH16 $126/pr.

A

Post Caps and Finials

B

A. Grecian Finial with 5½" Westport Cap
4" dia, 8½"H Finial #795452F4G $89
5" dia, 10¾"H Finial #795452F5G $129

C

E

D

A

C

D. Sphere Finial with 5½" Westport Cap
4" dia, 4¾"H sphere #795452F4S $89
5" dia, 6"H sphere #795452F5S $129

E
B

E. Top Pull Magna Latch
Magnetically triggered latch for pool gate
and childcare safety areas.
White #137510 $99
Black #137510A $99

E

E. Copper Cap
5½"sq. #795459 $68
F. Westport Post Cap
5½"sq. #795452 $38

G

F. Cane Bolt
Firmly secures double gates.
18" Brushed Stainless #129077S $43
18" Black #129077 $43
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B. Tudor Finial with 5½" Westport Cap
4" dia, 8"H Finial #795452F4T $89
5" dia, 9¾"H Finial #795452F5T $129
C. Acorn Finial with 5½" Westport Cap
4" dia, 6½"H Finial #795452F4A $89
5" dia, 8¼"H Finial #795452F5A $129

D. Self Closing Spring
Swiftly closes a gate that has been left
open. Powder coated black. #129080 $40

G. Ring Gate Latch
Decorative ring handle operates
a traditional gravity latch.
Galvanized #129029 $36
Black #129037 $49

Add style and charm to your garden gate or entranceway
with decorative post caps. Crafted in low maintenance AZEK.
All caps fit a 5½" post. Custom sizes and colors are available.
For assistance, call 800-343-6948. V

F
G

C
G

G. Southport
Post Cap
5½" sq. #795466 $56
H. Colonial Post Cap
5½"sq. #795462 $38

H
I. Falmouth Post Cap
5½"sq. #795457 $38
F

G

D

I

A. Sheldon Trellis Bracket ❖
Ideal for a wider door or over a garage entrance, the mounting bracket
is 5½"W, 36"H, 2"D. The 3½" sq. carrying arm has a beveled end
cut, curved bracket and projects 36". It mounts with 2 lag bolts, not
included. Notched for three heavy laths, sold separately. Motor freight.
#795470 $398 each
B. Shelf Style Bracket ❖
The 1½" x 5½" notched arm has a fine, decorative end detail and is
attached to a 21"H, 3¼"W mounting board set at a 90 degree angle.
Projects 26". Mounts with four screws, not included. Notched for
three laths, sold separately. #795479 $159 each
C. AZEK Lathing ❖
This 1¾"sq. lathing is ordered in lengths from 4' to 12' and can be used
with any of our trellis brackets. Custom lengths available.The AZEK
lathing is reinforced with aluminum for structural stability. This added
support stops 8" from each end. To ensure that you do not cut the
aluminum when sawing to your desired length, we advise that you
measure and cut lathing evenly from each end.
4'L #795476 $74 each
5'L #795476A $79 each
6'L #795477 $89 each
7'L #795478 $94 each
8'L #795471 $119 each

9'L Motor freight. #795472 $129 each
10'L Motor freight. #795472A $149 each
11'L Motor freight. #795473 $169 each
12'L Motor freight. #795474 $189 each

D. Sheldon Mid-span Support Bracket ❖
Adding extra strength and support for your trellis structure, the
mid-span bracket is 38" long and 3½" deep with notches at 11", 20",
and 29" intervals from the wall. In this AZEK bracket, 1½" sq. stainless
steel tubing is housed within the polyvinyl support bracket.
#795470A $369 each
E. Slant Style Bracket ❖
Set at a 35 degree angle to the wall, the 1½" x 5½" notched arm
features a subtle, decorative end detail. The arm is attached to a 21"H,
3¼"W mounting board and projects 24". Mounts with four screws, not
included. Notched for three laths, sold separately. #795475 $159 each

B, C

A, C

D

E, C

Custom Trellis ◆ ❖
Add to the architectural integrity of your home or business with custom trellis that
matches its style and time period tastefully. For details, call the store nearest you,
or 800-343-6948.

800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com

Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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Lattice Panels
Lattice panels provide a variety of creative opportunities to encourage climbing plants
or to present an imaginative design on a bare wall. V
A. Courtyard Privacy Screen ❖
Create an element of privacy without sacrificing style and good taste. The center panel, featuring
a 16" dia. whimsical round cut-out, is 951∕8"H, 86"W. Flowing, graceful side panels curve from
48" to 71½"H and are 49"W. Overall width including posts is 206". Panels are made from 5∕8" x 11∕8"
Horizontal/vertical lattice with 1½" sq. openings. All supported by four 5½" sq. posts. Allow 30"
to 36" for burial of posts. Prefinished white. AZEK. Motor freight. #795314 $4,589
B. Lattice with Oval Cut-Out ❖
The symmetry of the horizontal/vertical lines are juxtaposed by the charming oval. Panel has a
curving arched top with cap and is 8'H, 4'W. Oval cut-out is 18"H, 12"W. H/V lattice opening is
2½" sq. Lattice thickness is 5∕8" x 11∕8" . Decorative sphere cap. Allow 30" to 36" for burial of 4" sq.
posts. Prefinished white. Motor freight. AZEK. #795300 $989
C-D. Rosewood Classic Lattice Panels ❖
This superbly designed lattice frame features diagonals skirting a delightful arched shaped panel.
Choose single or double panel. 80"H. Overall framing is 3½"W. Lattice thickness is 5∕8" x 11∕8".
Mounting hardware not included. Prefinished white. Motor freight. AZEK.
C. Single Panel 66"W, #795312 $1,489 D. Double Panel 114½"W, #795313 $2,889

A

B

E. Cameo Lattice ❖
With its 18"H, 12"W oval cut-out and distinctive, gentle arch on top, this AZEK lattice is the
epitome of style. 4" sq. H/V lattice opening. Lattice thickness is 5∕8" x 11∕8" . 90"H, 60"W. Mounting
hardware not included. Motor freight. White #795316 $989 Verde #795316V $989
F. Cottage Accent Panel ❖
Panel has a curving arched top with cap and is 65"H, 91"W. Overall width with posts is 102". Panel
features 16" dia. round cut-out and horizontal/vertical lattice opening is 3¼" sq. Lattice thickness
is 5∕8" x 11∕8". Decorative sphere caps. Allow 30" to 36" for burial of 5½" sq. posts. Prefinished
white. Motor freight. AZEK. #795318 $1,489

C
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D
To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

E
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

F

G-H. Woodbury Lattice Panel ❖ ◆
This solid classic frame blends beautifully with any style
home. Offered in AZEK prefinished white, 72"H in three
widths or in natural White Cedar, 80"H, 40"W. Both have
8" sq. H/V lattice opening with 5∕8" x 11∕8" laths. Mounting
hardware not included. Motor freight.
G. AZEK Woodbury
24"W #795307 $319
48"W #795307A $339
60"W #795307B $369
H. White Cedar Woodbury
40"W #292017 $259
I. Syosset Lattice Panel ❖
Offsetting diamonds created with 1¼" sq. laths with halflapped joinery make this a unique lattice panel with copper
cap. It can stand alone as a design element on any wall.
AZEK. Prefinished white. Motor freight. 90"H, 30"W.
#795309 $829

H

G

J. Standard Rectangular & Radius Lattice ❖
Add some flair by topping a standard rectangular panel
with a radius panel. 2½" sq. H/V lattice opening. Lattice is
5∕8" x 11∕8". Mounting hardware not included. Prefinished
white. Motor freight. AZEK.
5'H Standard Rectangular
37½"W, #795310A $298 48½"W, #795310 $329
6'H Standard Rectangular
37½"W, #795311A $329 48½"W, #795311 $349
Radius Panels
37½"W, 18"H, #795315A $419
48½"W, 24"H, #795315 $439

K

I

N

K. Arch Top Lattice Panel ❖
A plain wall is never boring when graced by the imaginative
addition of a simple yet elegantly crafted AZEK lattice
panel that encourages your climbing plants. The curving
arched top with cap is 81"H, 49"W. Oval cut-out is 18"H,
12"W. Horizontal/vertical lattice opening is 2½" sq. Lattice
thickness is 5∕8" x 11∕8". Mounting hardware not included.
Prefinished white. Motor freight. #795302 $989
L. Victorian Arch Top ❖
The 92½"H, 47¼"W panel with a fanned, sun motif within
the arch. 5" sq. H/V lattice opening at bottom. Lattice is
5∕8" x 11∕8". AZEK. Prefinished white. Mounting hardware not
included. Motor freight. #795317 $989

J

M-O. Manhasset Lattice Panel Kit and Add-On Options ❖
Choose a simple yet elegant horizontal/vertical Manhasset
rectangular lattice panels for outside walls. Then, we encourage
you to get those creative juices flowing with decorative add-ons
that can include a ring kit and a copper cap.
M. Manhasset Lattice Panel Kit
Whatever location you choose, this panel will stand proud and
tall. 72"H, 32"W, 2½"D, with horizontal/vertical lattice openings
of 45∕8" sq. Lattice thickness is 45∕8" x 15∕8". Crafted in AZEK and
prefinished white. Included are blocks to separate
lattice from wall. Delivered in kit form that facilitates more
economical UPS shipping, the panel is easy to assemble.
Mounting hardware not included. #795305 $298
N. Decorative Ring Kit
45∕8" diameter circles fit snugly and securely inside any panel
opening in your trellis. Create your unique design. The only
limits are your imagination. Experiment and enjoy.
Set of five. #795305B $59
O. Westbury Copper Cap
Add classic elegance atop your lattice panel with a copper cap
that unpolished, will weather to a green patina.
31∕8"H, 34½"W, 51∕8"D. #795305A $159

N

L
Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

M

N

Local assembly, delivery and installation available

O
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Subtle Touches
As you look forward to summer consider
enhancements to your outdoor area that
have the charm of low maintenance planters,
window boxes, signs, flagpoles and cupolas, –
decisions you won’t ever regret.

32
1

Window Boxes
Our striking window boxes afford you the
opportunity to display color around your
home all season long and perfect your
green thumb skills in self-contained mini
flower gardens. We offer a range of sizes
and styles to suit your preferences and
home’s architecture.
Some fully assembled: The Estate window
box and our Classic window boxes are
delivered fully assembled.
Some in kit form: Brentwood and Rockport
window boxes come in kits. These are easy to
assemble and have the added advantage of
being more economically shipped via UPS.
All fabricated in AZEK: All our window boxes
are crafted in AZEK a low maintenance
material that will not rot or warp.
V
Walpole’s Classic Window Boxes ❖

We encourage you to walk around the
outside of you house for a better perspective
on just how beautifully your choice in Classic
window boxes will enhance your outdoor
area. From under your living, dining, and
family room windows, to the kitchen and
even on your garden shed, we have window
boxes in sizes and styles you’ll love. Delivered
fully assembled. V

A

B

A. Brentwood Kit Window Box ❖
Charm and sophistication combine with Walpole
handcrafted quality in a window box choice that you’ll take
pride in for years come. The decorative trim along the top is also
an effective locking ring during assembly. Smooth painted finish.
Complete with two curved brackets. 8¾"H, 10"W at top.**
30" #799010 $198
36" #799011 $204
42" #799012 $219
48" #799013 $229
**Add 21∕8" to overall width for top moulding detail
Style
A. Paneled Y
AZEK 8"H, 8¾"D

B. Rockport Kit Window Box ❖
You may want to consider creating a unified outdoor design
element by matching the Rockport Board design with our
Rockport planters (page 35). The decorative trim along the top is
also an effective locking ring during assembly. Complete with two
curved brackets. 8¾"H, 10"W at top. **
30" #799015 $198
36" #799016 $204
42" #799017 $219
48" #799018 $229
**Add 21∕8" to overall width for top moulding detail

C
C. Estate Window Box ❖
Popular with customers whose homes have larger windows, the Estate
tastefully complements rather than overpowers. Proper support for the window
box is assured by solid, sturdy brackets 10"H, 12"W at top.* Fully assembled.
60" w/3 brackets #799025 $429 (8)
30" w/2 brackets #799021 $329
72" w/3 brackets #799026 $479 (8)
36" w/2 brackets #799022 $349
42" w/2 brackets #799023 $369
*Add 1½" to overall width for top
48" w/2 brackets #799024 $389
moulding detail

30" wide

36" wide

42" wide

48" wide

60" wide w/3 brackets

72" wide w/3 brackets

#795210 $249

#795211 $259

#795212 $269

#795213 $279

#795214 $319 (8)

#795215 $349 (8)

B. Standard Y
AZEK 7½"H, 8½"D

#795200 $204

#795201 $214

#795202 $229

#795203 $239

#795204 $298 (8)

#795205 $329 (8)

C. Beadboard* Y
AZEK 7½"H, 9"D

#795240 $289

#795241 $299

#795242 $305

#795243 $319

#795244 $359 (8)

#795245 $389 (8)

D. Bullnose*Y
AZEK 7½"H, 9"D

#795220 $259

#795221 $269

#795222 $279

#795223 $289

#795224 $329 (8)

#795225 $359 (8)

*Add 1½" to overall width

A

B
800-343-6948 / walpoleoutdoors.com

C
Crafted in AZEK, a low maintenance, high performance wood alternative.
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Planters and Window Boxes
Chances are you have areas around your property
that would be significantly enhanced by magnificent
planter boxes strategically located. And, off the ground,
our window boxes are equally impressive. We offer
you a wide range of styles, all in low maintenance AZEK.
V
A-C. Paneled Planter ❖
Raised panel on four sides. 3½" square corner posts are
22½"H. AZEK material requires no liner and is painted white.
Shipped kit.
A. Small Square 25" Sq. #795251 $498
B. Small Rectangular 32"W, 25"D #795250 $539
C. Large Rectangular 57½"W, 25"D #795252 $598

B, C

A

D. Orangerie Planter ❖
Features of this sophisticated 25" sq. AZEK planter include
cross-diagonals with fine detailing, and classic Sphere
finials on 3½" sq. corner posts. 28¾"H. Mortise and tenon
construction. #795266 $598
E. Doylestown Planter ❖
Our superb 25" square Doylestown Planter, crafted in
low maintenance AZEK, features 2¾" sq. corner posts
and 4" board construction with classic sphere finials. 30"H
including the finials. Mortise and tenon construction.
Shipped kit. Motor freight. #795265 $498
F-H. Standard Planter ❖
Right at home in any location, these versatile planter boxes
are crafted in AZEK and require no liner. 18½"H, in three
convenient sizes. Corner posts are 3½" sq. Mortise and tenon
construction. Shipped kit.
F. Small Square 24½" Sq. #795259 $489
G. Small Rectangular 31½"W, 24½" D. #795260 $498
H. Large Rectangular 57"W, 24½"D. #795261 $539

D

J
D

I. Tapered Paneled Planter ❖
Can a planter be as impressive as the floral arrangements it
contains? It is 255∕8"H, crafted in low maintenance AZEK, and
tapers from 16¼" W at top to 12" at the square detailed base
with feet. Requires no liner. Painted white. Motor freight.
#795271 $369

K

F, G, H
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Commercial and Custom Planters ◆ ❖
Special sizing and unique designs can be accomodated.
Call the store nearest you or 800-343-6948 for assistance.

J. Estate Planter ❖
Dignified and beautifully crafted, the Estate planter is
a welcome addition to your indoor or outdoor seating
area. Planter sits atop a black metal stand with 2" dia.
ball feet. 18"H, 42"W, 15"D. Motor freight.
#799029 $498
K & L. Dory Planters and Window Boxes ❖
What could be more apropos for a home with a
location that’s by the shore, harbor, or lake – or as
a thoughtful gift for boat enthusiasts? Crafted from
AZEK to hold its good looks for years. Painted white.
K. Dory Window Boxes
L. Dory Planters
36" #7952391 $169
36" #7952581 $198
44" #7952392 $189
44" #7952582 $219
52" #7952393 $198
52" #7952583 $249

M

N

N
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M. Great Barrington Planter ❖
This stately planter features an attached lattice panel
sure to showcase your favorite climbing plants and
to act as a privacy screen where necessary. Crafted
in low maintenance AZEK, it will hold its great looks
for years. Ideal for a home or commercial setting.
The lattice panel with a distinctive 11" oval cutout,
is 68½"H including the Sphere finials. Planter base is
24"D and 23½"H, including sphere. Requires no liner.
Painted white. Offered in 3 widths. Motor freight.
36"W #795255 $579
48"W #795256 $679
60"W #795257 $789

N. Courtyard Planter ❖
Substantial and imposing, this magnificent
36"H AZEK planter is the ideal complement to
any commercial setting. Defining a restaurant
courtyard, adding color to an indoor or outdoor
shopping area or dressing up city sidewalks, these
planters can be custom monogrammed. For more
information call your Walpole representative.
Motor freight.
24"W, 17¾"D. #799030 $995
48"W, 17¾"D. #799031 $1,295
72"W, 17¾"D. #799032 $1,595
O-R. Rockport Planters ❖
A family of planters to enhance any location
around your home – from front porch and
between garage doors, to patio and by the pool.
Handcrafted in AZEK with all the quality of natural
wood without any of the maintenance. (Requires
no liners.) Painted white. 35∕8" vertical boards.
Pre-drilled holes for fastening and disassembly
for off-season storage. Flat packed for economical
shipping and easy assembly.
O. Tapered Rockport Planter
17"H, 16½" sq. top tapers to a 10½" detailed base.
#795263 $198
P. Square Rockport Planters
Small, 16" sq., 17½"H. (holds a standard 12" pot)
#795264 $189
Large, 18" sq., 17½"H. (holds a standard 14" pot)
#795262 $198
Q. Rectangular Rockport Planter
44"W, 18"D, 17½"H. #795268 $329
R. Rectangular Rockport Herb Planter
44"W, 18"D, 12 "H. #795269 $289
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Flags and Flagpoles U
A & B. Standard and Banner Style Flags
Nyl-Glo ColorFast® U.S. flags feature totally new
dye and processes that make the dye color fast and
fade resistant. Finished with a premium polyester
canvas heading and brass grommets. Flutters in the
slightest breeze.
A. Standard Flag
3' x 5' #293001 $39
4' x 6' #293002A $54
5' x 8' #293003 $79
6' x 10' #293004 $119
8' x 12' #293002 $199
B. Banner Style Flag
3' x 6' with printed stars and stripes #293009 $48
3' x 6' with sewn stripes, no stars #293008 $48

B

Signs
Mahogany, handcrafted signs lend dignity to a home,
business, barn or boat. Our signs feature marine enamel
with 23 carat patent gold or metallic Silver with clear coat
lettering and edges. Standard colors are Black, Coach (dark)
Green, Wine (dark) Red and Navy Blue. Custom sizes and
colors available upon request.

B

A. Quarterboard Signs
Prices include up to nine letters/numbers, additional letters are
$24 each. Call for a quote on custom sizes. U7"H, 4'W.
#261321 $1,279

C. Wall Mount Flagpoles
Comes with 3' x 5' nylon flag with embroidered
stars, stitched stripes and hem, 6' two-section white
aluminum pole, bracket and mounting hardware.
#293030 $89
D. Betsy Ross Flag
A replica of the first US. flag. Designed with 13 stars
forming a circle on the blue field. 100% cotton.
3' x 5' #293005 $48

A, E

C

E & F. Fiberglass Poles
Lightweight poles with hard, glossy polyester surface
resists soiling and scratches. Complete with gold
aluminum ball, pulley assembly, external polyester
halyard, cleat, snap hooks, and fiberglass ground
sleeve. Motor freight. U
E. Residential Fiberglass Flagpoles
20' Pole, 4' butt dia. 2¾" top dia. #293041 $789
25' Pole, 4¼" butt dia. 2¾" top dia. #293042 $929
F. Commercial Fiberglass Flagpoles
25' Pole, 6" butt dia. 3" top dia. #293050 $1,689
30' Pole, 6½" butt dia. 3" top dia. #293052 $2,149
35' Pole, 7" butt dia. 3" top dia. #293054 $2,689
39' Pole, 7" butt dia. 3" top dia. #293056 $2,989

B. Oval and Rectangular Signs
Prices include up to seven letters/numbers per side.
Additional letters $19 each. Maximum of three letters on
4" x 6" size. Specify wall mount or hanging hardware. U
Oval Signs:
4"H, 6"W. One Sided #261331 $189
8"H, 14"W. One Sided #261332 $369
8"H, 14"W. Two Sided #261333 $519
10"H, 18"W. One Sided #261334 $469
10"H, 18"W. Two Sided #261335 $659
Rectangle Signs:
4"H, 8"W. One Sided #261341 $189
6"H, 12"W. One Sided #261342 $319
6"H, 12"W. Two Sided #261343 $449
8"H, 16"W. One Sided #261344 $369
8"H, 16"W. Two Sided #261345 $519

D
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A

A, F

C. Commercial Signs X Y
We take the ordinary and make it
extraordinary. Estimates upon request.
D. Decorative Sign BracketY
Sign arm is 2½" sq. and 24"L.
Mounting board dimensions: 30"H,
4"W, ¾"D. Crafted for easy mounting
to post, wall or any flat surface using
just 4 screws. AZEK. Prefinished
white. Recommended signs between
14" and 22"W. Sold separately.
V#795480 $198
E. Directory Sign Post Y
5½" sq. post with coved edges. Sign
post includes a Westport Cap and
our Decorative Sign Bracket. 74"
overall. AZEK. Prefinished white.
V#795437 $389 (12)
F. Trenton Sign Post Y
Base features four recessed panels
on a 30½"H, 8½" sq. base. 5½" sq.
post includes decorative cap and
Sign Bracket. Prefinished white
or verde green.
Shipped kit. AZEK. V
White #795412 $598 (12)
Verde #795413 $598 (12)

C

A-E. Signature Signs
gns
Add a personal touch
ch
to your carved sign.
n.
A welcoming
pineapple, silver lettering,
ttering
or your own design. Makes a special gift.
Cost varies depending on the size of the sign,
design detail and the number of letters/
numbers chosen. Call the store nearest you
or 800-343-6948. U

C. 3-D Cape Cod Scallop Plaque
Raised three-dimensional shell. 10"H, 18"W.
Maximum nine letters. #261310 $498

E. 3-D Cape Cod Scallop Rectangle Raised three-dimensional shell. 16"H, 8"W.
Maximum three numbers. #261309 $689

A. Oval with Graphic and Numbers
8" x 14" Custom graphic. Maximum four
numbers. #261330 $439
B, D

A

D. Rectangle with Graphic and Numbers
16"H, 8"W Custom graphic. Maximum four
numbers. #261336 $498

B. Oval with Graphic and Letters
10"H, 18"W. Custom graphic. Priced specificc
to number of letters and size of the graphic
shown. #261329
Examples: Claremont Hill $679
We Install $569 Welcome $569

B

A

B

B

D

E

C

Plaque Signs with Custom Graphics
12"H, 16"W to 18"H, 24"W. With graphics, color and words of
your choice. Call 800-343-6948.

A. Architectural Louvered Shutter with Center Rail in Standard color. Sold in pairs
Shutter Size
Shutter pair
6"L Hinge pair
Pintel Plate pair
S Holdback pair
Acorn Holdback each
12" Slidebolt each

B, E

Atlantic Premium Shutters

F

Whether you are bringing life to an historic
residence or summer retreat, Atlantic
Architectural Shutters provide the ultimate
in authenticity. Operable and fully functional,
Atlantic Architectural Shutters look just like
wood, but last a lifetime. They are crafted
from pultruded fiberglass, high density
PVC, and proprietary composite material for
strength and durability. Stop by or call us for
pricing help. Shutters shipped motor freight.
U

CODE
360130
360201
360213
360216
360218
360219
TOTAL:

48"L x 15"W Pair
UNIT $ QTY TOTAL $
$695
1
$695
28
2
56
25
2
50
33
1
33
16
2
32
41
1
41
$907

60"L x 15"W Pair
UNIT $ QTY TOTAL $
$822
1
$822
28
3
84
25
3
75
33
1
33
16
4
64
41
1
41
$1,119

96"L x 15"W Pair
UNIT $ QTY TOTAL $
$1,183
1 $1,183
28
3
84
25
3
75
33
1
33
16
4
64
41
1
41
$1,480

B. Architectural Raised Panel Shutter with Two Panels in Standard color. Sold in pairs
Shutter Size
Shutter pair
6"L Hinge pair
Pintel Plate pair
S Holdback pair
Acorn Holdback each
12" Slidebolt each

CODE
360131
360201
360213
360216
360218
360219
TOTAL:

48"L x 15"W Pair
UNIT $ QTY TOTAL $
$597
1
$597
28
2
56
25
2
50
33
1
33
16
2
32
41
1
41
$809

60"L x 15"W Pair
UNIT $ QTY TOTAL $
$691 1
$691
28 3
84
25 3
75
33 1
33
16 4
64
41 1
41
$988

96"L x 15"W Pair
UNIT $ QTY TOTAL $
$956
1
$956
28
3
84
25
3
75
33
1
33
16
4
64
41
1
41
$1,253
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Walpole Cupolas
You’ll never tire of looking up to the charm and dignity
of a superbly-designed, handcrafted cupola. Our high
performing, wood-alternative, AZEK cupolas will remain
pristine, with little or no maintenance for years to come.
Designed and crafted for strength and durability from
the most advanced wood-alternative material, your
cupola will arrive in three sections, factory prefinished
white and ready to mount. All cupolas feature copper
roofs. Shipped kit. Motor freight. V
Style/description
A. Brittany Y
28"H, 16" sq.
37"H, 20" sq.
42"H, 24" sq.
55"H, 32" sq.

B

39"H, 20" sq.
46"H, 24" sq.
61"H, 32" sq.

#795150 $1,049
#795151 $1,298
#795152 $2,189

C. Wynnfield Y

25"H, 16" sq.
28"H, 20" sq.
33½"H, 24" sq.
41"H, 32" sq.

#795120
$619
#795121
$829
#795122
$949
#795123 $1,519

D. Rockingham Y 301∕8"H, 16" sq.
39"H, 20" sq.
451∕8"H, 24" sq.
57"H, 32" sq.

#795100 $689
#795101 $829
#795102 $1,048
#795103 $1,649

Consider about 1 inch of cupola width for every foot of unbroken
roofline. If a roof section measures 24 feet, the minimum cupola size
should be 24 inches square. If a larger than 60 inch square cupola is
needed, perhaps use two cupolas on the roof line – with one inch of
cupola for every foot of unbroken roof line.
Walpole cupolas are ideal for ventilating a barn or garage and will
keep most rain water out. However, because some rain water may
enter during driving storms, we do not recommend cutting the roof
for ventilation over a finished room.

C

Mounting weathervanes
When mounting weathervanes, we recommend all cupolas be drilled and
caulked. We offer weathervane mounting brackets for our cupolas. To
mount a weathervane without a mounting bracket, drilling for the spire
is required.

Measuring roof pitch
Our cupolas are designed for a roof pitch of up to 10" rise per foot (known
as 10/12 pitch). Most roofs are not steeper than this. To measure your roof
pitch, use a carpenter’s framing square as shown in our illustration. Check
square with a level and record the "rise."

42"H, 26"W, 23"D
#795160 $1,749
50"H, 30"W, 26"D
#795161 $2,089
60½"H, 36"W, 311∕8"D #795162 $2,679

D
If your roof is steeper than a 10/12 pitch, you will need an extended base.
This must be ordered with your initial cupola purchase. For assistance,
visit our store near you or call 800-343-6948.

Cupola & Weathervane Accessories
Seafarer Lantern
Reminiscent of the deep blue seas. Thick ribbed glass.
Best with our larger windowed cupolas. 15½"H,
7½"W. Bronze Finish. #298110624 $289

12"
10"

Mounting Brackets
From left to right. $75
Rockingham #2991463
Rowley #2991464
Roof Bracket #299145
Wynnfield #2991461
Brittany/Ipswich #299146

Average pitch
E

38

B

Choosing the correct cupola size

#795110
$619
#795111
$789
#795112
$989
#795113 $1,649

B. Ipswich Y

E. Rowley Y

A

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Steeper than average pitch
Requires base extension

Example of a
10" x 12" roof pitch

Weathervanes
Weathervanes indicate a change in wind direction, and
therefore a change in weather. All Walpole weathervanes
come complete with copper figure, copper spacer ball, solid
brass directional and steel rod. These American classics
are machine molded copper offered in many designs and
varying finishes. If item code ends in an X you have a choice
of 2 finishes: polished copper finish (X=P) or a blue verde
finish (X=BV). Please specify. They deliver remarkable
quality at an affordable price.

Sg

A

Sg

Copper Arrow
Commissioned for our
75th Anniversary.
Hand spun copper by
local artisans reveals
characteristics that make
each unique 10" hand spun
finial, 31" solid copper
arrow, 18" directionals
with 2" and 4"
copper spacer balls.
U#299154 $489

B

A-B. Signature Collection
A collection of our most popular weathervanes
in a more porportioned size for those special,
very large applications.
A. Smithsonian® Eagle, 32"H, 41"L, 34"W #299504P $1,098
B. Large Rooster, 32"H, 37"L. #299163P $589

Sg

C-W. Standard Size Weathervanes
C. Racing Sloop, 24"H, 27"L. #299179P $329
D. Labrador Retriever with Arrow, 17"H, 32"L. #299397 $359
E. Smithsonian® Arrow, 23"H, 34"L. #299503X $329
F. Rooster, 19"H, 25"L. #299143X $229
G. Cachalot Whale, 15"H, 28"L. #299131P $349
H. New Whale, 16"H, 37"L. #299132BV $359
I. Horse, 18"H, 33"L. #299142BV $398
J. Smithsonian® Eagle, 20"H, 23"L. #299502P $398
K. Blue Heron in flight, 20"H, 26"L. #299501X $359
L. Duck Descending, 17"H, 19"L. #299500X $379
M. Golfer with Clubs, 30"H, 27"L. #299178P $329
N. Mermaid with Starfish, 11"H, 31"L. #299173X $289
O. Country Pig, 16"H, 29"L. #299169P $339
P. Jumping Horse & Rider, 18"H, 33"L. #299174P $339
Q. Shark, 14"H, 30"L. #299176P $249
R. Bass with Lure, 12"H, 27"L. #299162P $329
S. Horse with Arrow, 18"H, 44½"L. #299505P $459
T. Queen Anne Spire, Includes a roof
mounting bracket. 13"H, 4" dia.
#2991700P $89
U. Victorian Spire, Includes a roof mounting
bracket. 24"H, 5" dia. #2991701P $189
V. Knight Spires, Includes a roof
mounting bracket.
Small, 27"H, 4½" dia. #299195S $189
Medium, 39"H, 7" dia. #299195M $289
W. American Flag, 15"H, 31"L. #299168P $289

C

D
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U
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Colorful, Fun Gardens
From planting to playtime and gifts for the
gardener, Walpole has outdoor ideas that capture
the imagination, encourage everyone to take
advantage of fine weather, and bring smiles and
laughter to young and old alike.

40

Handcrafted in Maine from wood-alternative AZEK this group
of feeders and birdhouses are carefully painted white and will
bring years of enjoyment with low to no maintenance. Houses
and posts sold separately. V
A. Carousel Birdhouse Y
Six compartments accessed by simply lifting up at the holes.
Includes four decorative brackets. 24"H, 25" dia.
Copper Roof, #42406 $579 Verde Roof, #43406 $579
A, B

C, D

D, E

B. Medium White Vinyl Post Y
4" sq. vinyl post painted white, 96" overall length. #263044 $89 (8)
C. Large Shingled House Y
Adaptation of an English dovecote. Eight compartments.
28"H, 16" dia. #41401 $398
D. Natural Cedar Post & Brackets X
4" dia. peeled cedar post, 104" overall length and 4 cedar brackets.
White Cedar #261131 $89 (12)
E. Large Shingled Feeder Y
Copper band helps contain seed. 24"H, 17" dia. #41501 $329
F. Carousel Feeder Y
Four decorative brackets included. 24"H, 25" dia.
Copper Roof, #42506 $549 Verde Roof, #43506 $549

F, B

G. Ultimate Martin House Y
24 compartments. Removable top for easy cleaning. 44"H, 22"W.
Motor freight. #43426 $889
H. Square Vinyl Post and Brackets Y
5" sq. vinyl post, 132" overall length with detailed vinyl brackets.
Painted white. Motor freight. #263049 $189

Walpole High Point Purple Martin House & Post X
Has 12 individual compartments and sits majestically
12' above the ground on a sturdy platform. The 12'H
main post is 5"- 6" dia. at the base tapering to 3"- 4"
at the top and can be lowered for maintenance.
Two support posts 6'L overall allowing for a 3' burial.
House measures 31"H, 24"W, 21"D. Motor freight.
V#261171 $729

I. Hammersley Post Y
5½" sq. vinyl post, 30½"H, 8½" sq. boxed base with four recessed
panels. 104" overall length. Painted white. Shipped kit.
#263047 $429 (12)

G, H

A, I

C, J

J. Boxford Post Y
5½" sq. vinyl post, squared boxed base and decorative cap giving
support to large birdhouses or feeders. Shipped kit.
#263046 $229 (12)
41

A. Bell Feeder Y
It’s mealtime all the time for your
favorite birds as they put this delightful,
durable, handcrafted feeder on their
daily flight path. AZEK feeder painted
white. 23½"H, 17" dia.
Copper Roof, #42513 $398
Verde Roof, #43513 $398
C

E, F

A, B
42

H

D

E, G

B. Dove Post ❖
5½" sq. vinyl post with boxed base.
84" overall length. #263048 $179 (8)

H. Lazy Hill Large Tube Feeder ❖
Big, bold, beautiful. 4" dia. acrylic tube
smartly feeds down into a circular
copper band open seed base. Collar
accepts a 4" sq. post. (Our Medium Vinyl
Post sold on page 41.) Stamped copper
roof. Crafted in AZEK, painted white.
30"H x 14" sq.
Copper Roof, #42305 $289
Verde Roof, #43305 $289

I. Lazy Hill Small Tube Feeder ❖
Dry seeds, more birds. 4" dia. acrylic
C. Bell House Y
tube feeds into a rectangular copper
You’ll have a ringing endorsement from band open seed base. Collar accepts a 4"
the many birds that choose to fly in and sq. post. (Our Medium Vinyl Post sold on
stay at this handsome,superbly-crafted page 41.) Stamped copper roof. Crafted
AZEK house. Painted white.
in AZEK, painted white. 26½"H, 11" sq.
26¾"H, 17" dia.
Copper Roof, #42301 $229
Copper Roof, #42413 $398
Verde Roof, #43301 $229
Verde Roof, #43413 $398
J-M. Birdhouse Post Caps ❖
D. Shingled Half House ❖
Designed to fit snugly and invitingly on
Modeled after the popular large
a 5½" sq. fence post or a Lattice Obelisk.
Shingled House but designed to be
Several style choices. Painted white.
wall mounted on your garden house
J-K. Mini House Post Cap
or back porch. Three compartments.
Copper or verde roof. 17½"H,
Cedar shingled roof. AZEK house painted 9" sq. base.
white. 30"H, 16"W. #41411 $329
J. Verde Roof, #43423PC $169
K. Copper Roof, #42423PC $169
E. Small Shingled House ❖
L. Shingled House Post Cap
14"H, 9½"W. #41429 $109
Shingled roof. 16½"H, 8¼" sq. base.
#41429PC $129
F. Birdhouse Bracket ❖
M. Copper Top House Post Cap
Curved bracket secures our Small
Copper or verde roof.
Shingled House most anywhere.
17½"H, 8¼" sq. base.
#263045 $30
Copper Roof, #42430PC $149
Verde Roof, #43430PC $149
G. Small Natural Cedar Post ◆
3" dia., peeled cedar post,
96" overall length.
White Cedar #261220 $48 (8).

I

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

N. Mini Feeder ❖
Copper or verde roof. AZEK feeder, painted
white.14½"H, 9" sq. base.
Copper Roof #42524 $149
Verde Roof #43524 $155
O. Mini House ❖
Copper or verde roof. AZEK house, painted
white.14½"H, 9" sq. base.
Copper Roof, #42423 $149
Verde Roof, #43423 $155
P. Square Feeder ❖
Birds love this platform feeder that
features a copper or verde top. AZEK
feeder, painted white. 22"H, 16" sq.
Copper Roof, #42501 $289
Verde Roof, #43501 $298
Q. Square House ❖
A copper or verde roofed with eight
compartments. AZEK house painted white.
26"H, 15" sq.
Copper Roof, #42412 $319
Verde Roof, #43412 $329
R. Flat House with Peaked Roof ❖
A delightful structure sits snugly against
your outside wall to welcome multipe
feathered friends in five inviting locations.
Cedar shingled roof, AZEK house painted
white. 15½"H, 20"W, 9"D. #41414 $249
S. Coppertop House ❖
Copper roof with metal loop finial for
hanging and metal plate for optional post
mounting. AZEK house painted white.
14"H, 9"W.
Copper Roof #42430 $129
Verde Roof #43430 $139

Lattice Obelisk Base and Caps
A-C. A decorative and durable support for climbing plants. Crafted in AZEK.
Offered in two sizes, two colors. Choose your base then add-on a Sphere or
Copper Cap. Or, select from a choice of Birdhouse Post Caps. V
J

M

K

N

L

Q

P

O

A. Obelisk Bases
Small Base
56½"H, 16½" sq. at base
Base ONLY $239
White #795320B1
Verde #795306B1
Tall Base
73"H, 21½" sq. at base
Base ONLY $319
White #795320B4
Verde #795306B4

A, C

R

S

T. Country Bluebird House ❖
A cozy love nest. Front panel
opens for easy cleaning. Should
be placed 4½' off ground to
attract bluebirds. AZEK house
painted white. 15"H, 7"W.
#41421 $109
U. Back Porch Wren House ❖
Ideal on a porch, door, tree, or
garden shed. Cedar shingled
roof. AZEK house painted white.
14"H, 9¼"W. #41434 $109
V

W

Lattice Obelisk caps and
bases sold separately

U

T

B & C. Obelisk Caps
Caps fit on a 5 ½" post or
obelisk top.
B. Sphere Cap $89
White #795320B2
Verde #795306B2
C. Copper Cap $58
White #795320B3
Verde #795306B3

V. Loretta Feeder Y
Inviting beaded arch opening.
AZEK feeder painted white with
natural shingled roof.
23"H, 11" sq. #41550 $196
W. Loretta House Y
Classic looking house with
natural shingles. AZEK house
painted white. 23"H, 11" sq.
#41450 $196

B

A, B

C
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Enclosures V

A

A

Grow with Walpole
We’ll help you grow your garden with everything from a
handcrafted gardener’s bench work station to a two-shelved
folding potting bench, sturdy garden stool, and an enclosure
to suit your needs and style. V

A. 16' x 16' Duxbury Garden Enclosure
Don’t let pesky animals nibble away at your planting, growing
and tending efforts. The enclosure is 16' x 16' with 9 posts, 4'H
above ground, 12 - 8' rails, 4 - 6' rails and a 3½' wide gate.
Wire sold separately. Motor freight. #291202 $989
Enclosure Wire- 75' roll heavy 1" black 20 gauge vinyl coated
wire. #171028 $198

Custom Garden Structures
Design a custom structure, trellis, obelisk and more.
Call for a free design consultation: 800-343-6948.

B

C

D

E
44

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

A. Storage Shed or Shelter X
Ideal as a charming, functional
bus shelter for housing developments or golf courses, this
sturdy structure is handcrafted
from durable Cedar. For added
comfort, include the 66"W
bench. As a scaled down alternative to a Small Building, simply opt for the ramp and
double doors with heavy galvanized strap hinges, ring
latch and chain bolt to store and secure garden tools.
Easy assembly. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
84"H, 70"W, 57½"D.
Structure, #291330 $2,495
Bench, #291331 $209 Ramp, #306220 $239
Arched Double doors and Hardware, #291332 $489
B. & C. Cedar Cubby X
Keep gardening tools, clay pots, and lots more neatly
out of sight in this handy kiln dried cedar shed. Double
doors feature heavy galvanized strap hinges, Ring Latch
and chain bolt securing non-latching door. Screws
together for easy assembly. Situate against a wall
or anchor if freestanding (anchoring not supplied).
Shipped kit. Motor freight.
B. Cedar Cubby with Arched Door, Double doors each
24" wide. 85"H, 63¼"W, 30¼"D. #291135 $1,850
C. Cedar Cubby with Paneled Door,
Double doors each 20" wide. 85"H, 63¼"W, 30¼"D.
#291136 $1,850
D. Trash & Recycling Enclosure X
All cedar construction utilizing ship-lapped 4" and 6"
board siding with heavy duty, hot dipped galvanized
12" strap hinges. 58"H at front, 47" rear H, 86½"W at
base, 91½"W at top (includes roof overhang). 37½"D. at
base, 44"D at top. Modular construction with floor fully
enclosed. Shipped kit. Motor freight. #291300 $1,189
E. Hideaway Enclosure Y
Three-sided enclosure keeps an area tidy or
camouflages a pool filter. 42"H, 102"W, 54"D (outside of
posts). Lattice panels are horizontal/vertical with 1½"
openings. 5½ sq. posts with Westport Caps. Prefinished
white. Crafted in AZEK. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
#795801 $1,695

E

A. Castella Bird Feeder
This distinctive and beautifully
crafted bird feeder is topped with
a solid copper turret. You'll welcome
the easy-to-clean tube feeder.
17¾"H, 7¾" dia. Holds 11⁄3 lb.
of seed. #299330 $79

A

B. Palazzo Bird Feeder
This easy-to-clean tube feeder is
topped with a pagoda style solid
copper roof. The lipped feeding tray
with drain holes prevents waste and
keeps seeds dry. 15½"H, 7¼" sq.,
11⁄3 lb. seed capacity. #299332 $79

B

C. Suburban Gardener’s Bench
Work station for re-potting, transplanting, etc. Base and top sold separately.
Shipped kit. V
Base 33½"H, 41"W, 23"D. #263545 $389
Top 33½"H, 39"W, 6"D. #263546 $159

F. Tool Hods
Get a handle on carrying your small garden tools conveniently around the
yard. This Cedar hod also doubles as a charming condiment holder or planter.
Two compartments, and two sizes: Large, with hand-hole grip, 6"H, 31½" W,
11½" D. Small, with a dowel handle, 10"H, 20¾"W, 9"D. V
Small. #263517 $39 Large. #263519 $59

D. Folding Potting Bench
Easy to erect and fold away, this handy bench provides a generous area for
potting, crafts, or functions as a buffet table. Crafted in AZEK and Western
Red Cedar. Overall: 34"H, 72"W, 22"D. V#263548 $349

G. Garden Hod Basket
This sturdy, garden helper holds everything, all within easy reach.
7¼"H, 19¼"W, 11"D. U#299306 $39

E. Garden Stool
Lightweight and sturdy, this handsome stool has a unique hand opening
for easy carrying. Rustic log construction. Sits well indoors or out. 14¼"H,
10¼"W, 16"L. V#275002 $39

H. Wales Hose Pot with Lid
Conceals 150 feet of garden hose. A raised interior base helps guide the hose.
Drainage holes and side hole for easy faucet connection. Easy on-and-off lid.
Sage finish. 13"H, 20"W. Pot and Lid, #299194BV $198

D

E

D

C
I-L. Nesting Huts, Bags and Boxes
Ideal for nesting in the spring.
I. Nesting Hut, sea grass and wood,
7"H, 4"W. #277118 $12.99
J. Palm Roof Hut, 6 ½"H, 5"W.
#277117 $12.99
G

F

H

F

K. Jute Nesting Box, Slanted roof
protects against rain or snow, and
small hole keeps large birds out. 10"H,
5"W, 1¼" opening. #277113 $12.99
L. Sea Grass Box, Attaches beautifully
to trellis, fence, or posts. 10"H, 5"W,
1¼" opening. #277112 $12.99
I, J

K

L
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Conant Custom Brass

Wind Chimes

A-F. Our custom copper and brass indoor and

A. Adirondack Mountain Bells
Steel "tree" bells are powder
coated green with a choice of
windcatcher designs.
Moose 10½"H. #288951 $48
Cardinal 10½"H. #288950 $48

outdoor instruments are attractive, accurate, and
will be fun for generations to come.
A. Grand View Rain Gauge, Post mount or spiral
stake. 8" tall without stake, 23" with stake. 2"dia.
#28VRG6 $32
B. Large Dial Thermometer, 8½"D. Brass.
#28VT10 $89
C. Grande View Traditional Thermometer,
Solid brass. 12 ¼"H, 2"D. #28VT16 $45
D. Standard Strip Thermometer,
7½"H, 1 1∕8"D. Brass finish. #28VT01 $28
E. Dial Thermometer, 4¼" Dia.
Copper Finish #28VT6C $32
Brass Finish #28VT60 $32
F. Dial Hygrometer and Thermometer,
4" Dia. #28VTH6C $42

A

B
A

E

Fire Pit
C

D

F

Fire Bowl with Spark Screen
Bring warmth to the ambiance of your outdoors with a deep 26" fire
bowl that needs restacking less frequently. Sturdy spark screen for
safety. #299394 $298

Decorative Trays
Our decorative trays are ideal for serving
hors d’oeuvres or can offer protection
under dirty boots, houseplants and
pets’ bowls. Crafted in powder coated,
galvanized steel.
2 ½”H, 14”W, 34”L. $48

B

A

C. Scroll Hangers
Sturdy brackets, crafted from steel.
Mounting screw included.
11" #28NCW08 $16
20" #28NCW09 $21

B

A. Circle Design #299379
B. Square Design #299380

C

Doormats
All Weather Doormat
Reversible, washable, durable and handcrafted of
polypropylene. Perfect for non-skid surfaces. U
Small:
36"W, 20"D. $59
Gray, #291411
Tan, #291410
Green, #291412

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

D. Woodstock Windbells
Cast brass and cast aluminum
designs that create a distinctive,
charming sound.
Dragon Fly 20½"L. #290402 $21
Acorn 13"L. #290405 $16
E. Lizard Garden Bell
A new pet that sounds delightful.
15½"H. #261816 $59

Large:
50"W, 30"D. $169
Gray, #291420
Tan, #291423
Green, #291421

D
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B. Harbor Bells
Each chime offers a unique sound,
year round. Hand crafted construction
from Cor-Ten® high-grade steel which
oxidizes to a reddish-brown.
Island 8"H. Triple tones.
#28NCW01 $39
Boothbay 10"H. Triple tones.
#28NCW02 $49
Bar Harbor 14"H. Triple tones.
#28NCW05 $59
Cape Cod 13"H. Triple tones.
#28NCW06 $59
Nantucket 18"H. Single tone.
#28NCW07 $89

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

E

A. Curious Cat & Bird Birdbath
Playing a fun cat and mouse game
are two visitors superbly crafted in
aluminum. 24½"H, 16½"W, 13½"D.
#261850 $119

A

B

A. Love Cranes Pair
Elegantly and meticulously crafted in brass
to grace a favorite garden spot throughout
the seasons, year after year. 17"H and 15"H.
#261823 $189

DD

C

E

C. Leaping Garden Frog
Whimsy is never out of place in your
garden. Crafted in aluminum and iron.
10½"H, 11" W, 10"D. #261853 $89

A. Nantucket Basket
Yellow Brass, 6"H, 5"W.
#290286 $198

D, E

B

D. Garden Turtle
The ideal no-fuss garden pet. Cast in
B. Love Bird Welcome Sign
Weather-resistant aluminum welcome sign aluminum. 6½"H, 17"W, 15"D.
#261826 $129
depicting a pair of lovebirds.
12"H, 12½"W, 1½"D. #261851 $49

Door Knockers

C

B. Quail Bird Feeder on Stake
Intricately crafted in aluminum with
true to life detail, from climbing branch
to perching quail. 37"H, 11½"W,
11½"D. #261849 $79

A

C-E. Bird Finials
Beautifully crafted from resin, add whimsy
to a garden fence or porch. Doves offered
in natural tan or white. Appropriately,
the crows are black. All finials are
approximately 6" tall and 10" long.
C. Black Crow #90098 $40
D. Sitting Dove Natural, #90091 $34
White, #90091W (not shown) $34
E. Dove in Flight Natural, #90090 $40
White, #90090W (not shown) $40

F

E. Pinecone Wind Chime
A sound as natural and pleasing as
the wind. Iron and hand painted
in a rust finish.
Small, 19"H, 3"W, 3"D. #261856 $23
Large, 22½"H, 4"W, 4"D. #261855 $29

B. Deep Sea Scallop
Yellow Brass, 6¾" dia.
#290285 $149

C. Pinecone
Red Brass, 7"H, 4¾"W
#290288 $239

Small Garden Weathervanes
A-D. Cottage Weathervanes
With a precisely balanced weathervane you’ll always know which
way the wind is blowing. Crafted by skilled artisans from 100%
pure copper with solid brass and copper components, the charming
Cottage collection is rust resistant, maintenance-free, and built to
last a lifetime. Directionals, 43" high garden pole and roof mount
are included.
A. Sailboat, Polished Copper. 21"H, 15"L. #299358 $149
B. Angel, Polished Copper. 10"H, 21"L. #299391 $159
C. American Flag, Painted Aluminum. 11"H, 24"L. #299147 $149
D. Hummingbird, Polished Copper. 21"H, 15"L. #299392 $169

G

A

B

CA

D

F. Acrobatic Garden Frog
Crafted in aluminum and designed to bring
a smile. 19½"H, 7" W, 6"D. #261852 $79
G. Bear with Lantern
A gentle figure to light an evening
outdoors. Solid and safe. Crafted in
aluminum. 17½"H, 12½"W, 9"D.
#261825 $119

D. Weathervane Scallop
Nickel Plated Brass,
6¼" dia. #290290 $189

E. Blue Crab
Yellow Brass, 6½"H, 8½"W.
#290293 $269

F. Pineapple
Yellow Brass, 8"H, 4½"W.
#290287 $149

These hand cast door knockers are
sand cast in solid yellow or red brass
and lacquered for tarnish resistance.
Mounting hardware is supplied for
use on wood, metal, or fiberglass
composite doors. U

A

B

Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

C

D

E

Local assembly, delivery and installation available

F

G. Oak Leaf
Antiqued Red Brass,
10 ½"H, 5"W.
#290292 $189

G
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C. Yorktown Premium Pack 8
Shown with (2) Deluxe Wood Roofs, 9ft. high
4 position Swing Beam, (3) Sling Swings, Ring
Trapeze, 10ft. Super Wave Slide, Deluxe Hand Grips,
Access Ladder with Flat Steps, Access Ladder Rails,
Slide Handle, Rock Climbing Wall, Ramp, Bottom
Play Walls, Bottom Play Floor, Skybox Play Deck,
Spiral Slide, and Ice Cream Stand in an optional
Contoured Play Zone with Brown Rubber Mulch.
Set Dimensions: 25ft. x 23ft. x 13ft. H.
B

A

Swing Options
D. Tire swing
Our twist on an old favorite! This plastic tire
won’t stain clothes or collect water. It’s single axis
mounting ensures a "to and fro" swing action,
making accidental spinning into nearby swingers
impossible. #60100 $119

D

C
E

Creative Playthings®

For more information, call Walpole at 800-343-6948. We can walk you through all the options in
swings, slides, and play accessories, and will send you a Creative Playthings catalog. Or, visit a Walpole
Outdoors store location to see wooden swing sets on display. Delivery and installation are available.

B. Williamsburg Premium Pack 2
Shown with Tent Roof, 7ft. high 4 Position Swing Beam, (3) Sling Swings, Ring Trapeze, 10ft. Scoop
Slide, Deluxe Hand Grips, Access Ladder with Flat Steps, Rock Climbing Wall, and Picnic Table in an optional Contoured Play Zone with Brown Rubber Mulch. Set dimensions 20ft. x 15ft. x 11ft. H.
48

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Features include: Tempered glass backboard for consistent lively
rebound. Pro-style flex rim with all-weather nylon net. Durable
all-steel actuator makes adjustment a breeze. Strong structural
steel pole is corrosion resistant. Wide span arms offer strength
and stability. Motor freight.
Clear View System
Pro-style flex rim and all-steel actuator. One piece structural
steel pole. Powder-coated metal components. Anchor bolt
mounting for easy relocation or storage. Includes square pole
pad −and backboard pad. Limited lifetime warranty.
60" backboard (CV60) #653097 $2,099.95
54" backboard (CV54) #653096 $1,799.95
72" backboard (CV72) #653093 $2,399.95

E. Back-To-Back Glider
Children learn teamwork as they master this
2 person glider! Includes chain. Bracket for new
installation, sold separately fits our Premium
Pine and Classic Pine Swing Beams.
Glider with Chain, #60130 $119
Bracket, #60135 $79
F. Bucket Toddler Swing
The 360° design completely envelopes the child
for maximum security and safety. #60150 $79
G. Molded Infant Swing
The extended back gives the smallest swinger a
secure feeling for his first swinging experience.
#60140 $35

Designed since 1951 to be safe, secure, and fun for children of all ages, Creative Playthings outdoor
wooden swing sets are found in more backyards across the U.S. than any other brand. Every swing set
features innovative design and high quality manufacturing, backed by industry leading warranties.

A. Lexington Premium Pack 8
Shown with Deluxe Wood Roof, 9ft. high 4 position Swing Beam, (3) Sling Swings, Ring Trapeze, 10ft.
Super Wave Slide, Deluxe Hand Grips, Access Ladder with Flat Steps, Access Ladder Rails, Slide Handle,
Rock Climbing Wall, Bottom Play Walls, Bottom Play Floor, Ice Cream Stand, and Fireman’s Pole shown in
an optional Contoured Play Zone with Brown Rubber Mulch. Set Dimensions: 20ft. x 17ft. x 12ft. H.

Goalrilla

F

G

H. Sling Swing
The gold standard in swings! This flexible polymer
seat molds to the child for comfort and security.
Easy to master for years of swinging fun!
#60155 $39

H
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Deluxe Hoop Light
Directs dual LED lights down onto the court,
not into eyes. Easily attaches to pole.
#653108 $249.95

B

Comfort in Season
Whether you love sitting by the water, rocking on
your front porch, or gathering family and friends
in your outdoor area for meals or drinks, Walpole
has the style that’s just right for your location
and comfort for many seasons to come.
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Americana Collection
Handcrafted in North Carolina by the Troutman Chair Company, this
collection employs a Shaker construction technique where no glue is
used in construction of the frame - instead swelled joint construction
and interlocking joinery is employed with North American Hardwoods.
It is best to place chairs on covered porches or locations away from
nature’s elements. U
A. Classic Rocker, Double Scoop Seat 18¾"W, 23"D, 16"H. Curved Back 46½"H.
Motor freight. #27410 White, Green, Black $279
B. Summertime Hill Side Table, Turned Legs, scalloped skirt, slat top.
15"W, 17½"D, 22"H. #27412 White, Green, Black $149 (12)
C. Slat Top Table, Simple elegance is the hallmark of this functional table.
15"W, 17½"D, 19½"H. #27411 White, Green, Black $129 (12)

A

Cedar Garden Furniture
Handcrafted from Northern White Cedar, a durable, decay
resistant wood. Assembled joints are dowel pinned with
weatherproof glue. Stainless steel screws are inserted into
a corresponding metal insert for joints that won’t fail.

A, B

A. Caribbean Color Adirondacks and Footrests
Spectacular colors with a tropical flavor. White Cedar offered in
five yummy colors. Bahama Mama (red), Blue Hawaiian, Royal
Kiwi, Coconut Swizzle, and Banana Daiquiri. V
Caribbean Chair, 37"H, 30"W, 39"D. #2452 $249
Caribbean Footrests, not pictured, same design as our
Classic Footrest in the five matching Caribbean colors.
13"H, 22"W, 24"D. #2456 $96

B

B. Classic Adirondacks and Footrests
Superbly crafted from Northern White Cedar that weathers
to a handsome silver-gray when untreated, our chairs
feature an 8-slat back, wide-angled contoured seat and
extra-wide armrests. Paired with a gently curving footrest,
the Classic Adirondack Chair promises hours of restful comfort.
V
Classic Chair, 37"H, 30"W, 39"D. #245202 $189
Classic Footrest, 13"H, 22"W, 24"D. #245602 $79

C
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A, C

C, E

Stylishly Smart Furniture

C-F. Mountain Adirondacks Collection
While they look like Adirondacks, these chairs do not slope back, so they’re
easier to get in and out of. Crafted from kiln dried White Cedar, they feature
extra-wide arms and comfortable contoured seats. Natural cedar or our
specially formulated outdoor paint that requires minimal maintenance in
White and Green. U
C. Katahdin Chairs 41¾"H, 33"W, 31"D.
#261703 Natural $239, White, Green $298
Rockers 40"H, 33"W, 33"D. #261704 Natural $249, White, Green $298
D. Ossipee Chairs 41¾"H, 33"W, 31"D.
#261705 Natural $239, White, Green $298
Rockers 40"H, 33"W, 33"D. #261706 Natural $249, White, Green $298
E. Camden Table, 21"H, 30½"W, 22"D. V
#261710 Natural $129, White, Green $159
F. Kittery Table, 21"H, 26"W, 16½"D. V
#261709 Natural $119, White, Green $159

Walpole’s stylishly smart outdoor furniture will not splinter
crack or peel, made with recycled plastics, a wood alternative.
While the Hyannis rocker and side table are also crafted in a
low-maintenance high-density polyethylene material that is
long-lasting, hard-wearing, and impervious to weather. U
A. 4' Hyannis Porch Swing
Our 4' porch swing will attract young and old alike to relax. Handcrafted
in heavy duty recycled material, the eco-friendly and low maintenance
swing is unaffected by sun, rain, snow, sleet, wind, saltwater, chlorine
and mildew. White finish, contoured seat. Hanging hardware included.
Shipped kit. Motor freight. 24¼"H, 51¾"W, 25"D.
Hyannis Porch Swing only, #272372 $589
Plantation Arbor with Hyannis Porch Swing, #796123 $3,989
B & C. Hyannis Rocker and Round Side Table
Built for comfort, this white loom, woven-backed rocker has wide arms,
a contoured seat, and slats that encourage lounging. Durability is assured
by solid, stainless steel hardware. The charming companion round side
table is just the right height and size for drinks and snacks. Shipped kit.
B. Rocker, 47"H, 26½"W, 34"D. #272360 $389
C. Side Table, 18"H, 18"dia. #272362 $109

D, F

D, F

A

D & E. 60" Hyannis Bench and Rectangular Side Table
Relax and watch the world go by on this comfortable, contoured bench.
Measuring just over five feet long, it is crafted in a long-wearing, heavy
duty, truly eco-friendly recycled material that requires no painting or
staining. Add the convenience of matching rectangular side tables for
your drinks, book, or magazine. White finish. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
D. 60" Hyannis Bench, Shipped kit. Motor freight.
37½"H, 63¾"W, 25"D. #272370 $689
E. Rectangular Side Table, 15¼"H, 21"W, 18"D. #272374 $189

B, C

D, E

C

E
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B

C

A
A-B. King Arthur Tables
These solidly built tables come in two sizes
accommodating large gatherings or comfortable party
Our outdoor Rustic Collection features Northern White
of two. Use with many Walpole chair or bench choices.
Cedar and Western Red Cedar. Unstained, the cedars
Table 30"H. Specify with or without umbrella hole.
Motor freight.
weather evenly to a handsome natural gray. Our tables
feature 1½" thick Western Red Cedar plank tops, and have 50" Table, #214002 $459
60" Table, #264002 $629
heavy cedar log underpinning construction with diagonal
Kennebec Armchair, 34"H, 24"W, 24"D. #213002 $198
bracing for strength and stability. Rustic furniture features Acadia Bench, 17"H, 11"W, 36"L. #201002 $129

Rustic Furniture

clean, true lines, mortise and tenon joints and sturdy
construction for durability and years of use. All shipped kit
(unless noted), some assembly required. V
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C. Boothbay Rocker and Neponset Table
Rocker features high back, buck spindles and curved slat
seat. Smooth arms flare for extra comfort. Paired with
our Neponset Table.
Boothbay Rocker, 41"H, 25"W, 24"D. #207002 $259
Neponset Table, 17½"H, 30"L, 20"D. #221002 $139

D

D. Pemaquid Tables
A generous table for the family. Benches attached for
convenience and supported by full round legs.
29"H, 57"W, table top 28"W. Motor freight.
6' Table #228002 $498 8' Table #247002 $598
E

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

E. Ogunquit Table and Wachusett Bench
Matches with two Wachusett Benches.
Double braced, heavy cedar underpinning
plus added diagonal braces. 30"H and 28"W.
Motor freight.
5' Table #225002 $398
6' Table #226002 $439
8' Table #227002 $598
Wachusett Bench, 17"H, 11"W.
Top 1½" thick. Motor freight.
5' Bench #238002 $159
6' Bench #239002 $169
8' Bench #240002 $189
F

H

G

I

F. Kayak Rack
Handcrafted from peeled Northern White
Cedar timbers for that authentic, rugged
outdoors look. Holds four kayaks with room
to house two paddle boards between the
bottom kayaks. Easy to move and relocate.
7'L, 8' W, 78"H. Shipped kit.
Motor freight. #243000 $349
G. Rustic Grouping
Our most popular Rustic grouping.
Smooth cedar slats on seats and backs of
the Chair and Settee are set at a relaxing
angle offering solid comfort. The Wiscasset
table is a spacious coffee table with a
1½" thick cedar top.
Penobscot Settee, 35"H, 46"L, 22"D.
#229002 $298
Kennebec Armchair, 34"H. 24"W, 24"D.
#213002 $198
Wiscasset Table, Dia. 32", 14"H.
#284002 $194

J
Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

Local assembly, delivery and installation available

H. Norumbega Swing
Solidly built. Slatted seat slopes for extra comfort.
Frame height 6'-6", width 7', length 8'. Seat between
arms 43½", floor to seat 16", depth 19". Shipped kit.
Motor freight. #223002 $489
I. Bangor Armchair, Monhegan Footrest
and Raymond Side Table
Contoured seat and high back. Unique buck spindle
in back for extra design flair. Monhegan Footrest and
Raymond Side Table complete this group.
Bangor Armchair, 43"H, 25"W, 24"D. #204002 $249
Monhegan Footrest, 16"H, 21"W, 22"D. #220002 $98
Raymond Side Table, 24"H, 16½"W, 22"L. #288002 $139
J. Sebago Table and Casco Chairs
This distinctive square makes a fine game table.
1½" cross bracing assures legs stay firm.
28"H, 32" square top.
Table, #282002 $249 (12)
Casco Chair, 36"H, 17"W, 19"D. #209002 $179
K. Sunapee Chaise and Monticello Table
Six-position adjustable back and flat arms for comfort.
Wooden wheels on both the chaise and table for easy
moving. 36"H (with back up), 74"L, 31" W.
Chaise, #236002 $398
Millwood Chaise (Not shown. Same as above
without arms.), #218002 $389
Monticello Table, 22" dia., 14"H. #212002 $159
Cushions sold separately on page 54.

K
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Info, Shipping & Returns
Domestic Shipping: All our products can be shipped regular ground or Motor
Freight. For ground deliveries, please add 15% for cost of shipping and handling.
Some oversized items are subject to a surcharge in addition to the regular shipping
charges. The surcharge amount, shown in parentheses, appears after the item price.
For Motor Freight, we can quote approximate costs to your delivery point. Deliveries
can only be made to locations with a street address. All shipments must be signed
for, so please include your phone number so the transportation company can notify
you before delivery. The delivery driver is responsible only for delivery, not offloading.
You may have to provide assistance for items difficult to unload from the truck.
Shipment Outside the Contiguous US/International: For Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
Alaska and International, please call our National Sales Department at
800-343-6948.
Sales Tax: Orders shipped to CT, DC, MA, MD, ME, NJ, NY, PA, RI and VA. will include
all applicable local and state sales taxes.
Custom Orders: Many Walpole items can be made in special sizes and colors for an
additional cost. Call us and we’ll try to satisfy your specific request. Custom orders
cannot be returned or refunded.
Gift Cards: Available in any amount. To order, call 800-343-6948 or our store
nearest you.
Customer Satisfaction, Refunds and Exchanges: We stand behind the quality
of our products. If you are not fully satisfied, make returns to the store where
purchased within 30 days in its original packaging and we will refund, replace or
make an exchange. National Sales customers must call 800-343-6948 for a Return
Authorization Number. Shipping charges are not refundable. A 15% restocking fee
may apply.

Garden Furniture

A

A. Bucksport Settee
Full log arms and legs give unusual strength.
33"H, 72"L, 34"D. Shipped kit. #208002 $398

Pricing in this catalog supersedes all previous catalogs. Availability, designs and pricing
subject to change.
All cedar items are subject to a process called "checking." As wood releases
moisture, checking can occur across or through its annual growth rings.
This is normal and does not affect the wood’s structural performance
or integrity. Checking can range from very slight slivers to a crack
running the length of the log. These characteristics add to the natural beauty of
your furniture.

B

C

Close to one of our stores?
get FREE SHIPPING with SHIP to STORE
Call the store nearest you, order on the internet and select your
pick-up location, or call 800-343-6948.

High quality solid block foam with blended acrylic fabric that resists
fading and repels rain showers. U X=color (#) desired.

D. Bradford Table and Casco Chairs
Seat your family and friends comfortably when you
pair it with Casco Chairs.
Bradford Table, 28"H, 36"dia. #256002 $269
Casco Chair, 36"H, 17"W, 19"D. #209002 $179

Green - A (3)

Rustic Collection
Boothbay Rocker, and Bangor Chair: seat and back #2602X0 $89
Kennebec: seat and back #2603X0 $89
Norumbega Swing: seat and back #2596X0 $159
Penobscot Settee: seat and back #2604X0 $159
Sunapee, and Millwood Chaise: seat and back #2601X0 $198
Kingsley Bate Collection see page 57

D

Seaside Collection see page 61
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B. Trestle Bench
Chances are you have the perfect spot for a comfortable, cozy
bench. It also makes a great gift! Handcrafted in durable Northern
White Cedar, the bench ages naturally to a handsome silvery gray.
18"H, 39"W, 117/8" D. Shipped kit. #242000 $219
C. A Collection of Stools
Stools with rustic log construction. Listed clockwise from
bottom left corner.
Milking Stool, 12"H, 9" dia. top. #217002 $24
Aroostook Bench, 17"H, 12"W. Top 2" to 3" thick.
24" #251002 $89 39" #202002 $109
Garden Stool, 14¼"H, 10¼"W, 16"L. #275002 $39
Darien Stool, 10"H, 12"L, 12"W. #210002 $29

Cushions

Navy - A (2)

Sturdy armrests and contoured seats make the chair
and bench comfortable companions. The coffee table with its
slatted cedar top gracefully complements the other pieces.
Sherbrooke Chair, 35½"H, 25¼"W, 23¼"D. #292830 $259
New Market Coffee Table, 17"H, 18"W, 35"L. #292832 $149
Cornwall Settee, 37"H, 471/8"W, 23¼"D. #292831 $398

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Kingsley Bate high quality furniture is crafted from the world’s
premium teak. This hard wood withstands the rigors of adverse
climate, yet weathers beautifully. Today, Kingsley Bate designs also
include all-weather wicker, crafted to the same impeccable standards.
Each crafted piece features quality mortise and tenon joinery.
A-D. Essex Tables and
Chelsea Chairs
Dining outdoors will become second
nature during warmer weather,
whether you are planning a cozy
breakfast for two, or a dinner date for
eight with the table fully extended.
A. Essex Oval Extension Table,
29"H, 45"W, 80"L. With extension,
114"L. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
#273110 $2,200
B. Essex Round Table, 29"H, 50" Dia.
Shipped kit. Motor freight. Cushions
sold separately. #273111 $1,020
C. Arm Chair, 36"H, 23½"W, 24½"D.
Shipped kit. #273107 $480
D. Side Chair, 36"H, 19"W, 24"D.
Motor freight. #273106 $450

E. Charleston Rocking Chair
The perfect chair for wiling away
many pleasant afternoons on the
porch. This stylish high-backed
rocker is weather resistant so it can
be left outdoors season after season.
Comfortable with or without a
cushion. 42"H, 23"W, 32"D.
Shipped kit. #273227 $610
F. Hyde Park Bench
The pride of your garden. Shipped kit.
Motor freight. 38"H, 20"W.
4'L. #273101 $1,020
5'L. #273102 $1,125
6'L. #273103 $1,330
A, C

Cushions sold separately on page 57.

B, C
Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

D

E
Local assembly, delivery and installation available
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B, D, E, F

A, B, C

H, I
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A-F. Sag Harbor Deep Seating Group
Handcrafted from the finest all-weather materials, this group is unmatched
for sophistication and comfort. All pieces are hand-woven, using extra-large
wicker fiber, resulting in seating that is heavier and more substantial than
typical outdoor wicker pieces. The subtle and inviting look of this Driftwood
finish is of antique wicker weathered to varying tones of gray and brown. This
grouping, which shows complementary generous lounge chairs, a settee, sofa,
side tables and expansive coffee table, encourages entertaining or relaxing
outdoors throughout the warm weather, year after year. Frames and cushions
sold separately. See fabric options on right, call 800-343-6948 or the store
nearest you or view at kingsleybate.com. Estimated lead time for quick ship
cushions is 2 weeks, special order cushions is usually 3-4 weeks. Shown here
with Canvas (5453) cushions. Frames ship assembled. Motor freight.

B, G

A. Sag Harbor Settee Frame, 33½"H, 62"W, 34½"D.
#273116F $910
B. Sag Harbor Lounge Chair Frame, 33½"H, 35"W, 32"D.
#273117F $730
C. Sag Harbor Rectangular Coffee Table, 15"H, 32"W, 45"D.
#273118 $480
D. Sag Harbor Side Table, 19½"H, 19½"W, 19½"D.
#273120 $290
E. Sag Harbor Sofa Frame, 33½"H, 85"W, 34½"D.
#273119F $1,155
F. Sag Harbor Square Chat Table, 15"H, 42"W, 42"D.
Special order only. #/SHCT42D $500
G. Sag Harbor Ottoman Frame, 18"H, 32"W, 21½"D.
Special order only. #/SHO10D $370

Group 0

H. Wainscott Dining Tables
Create years of fond memories on the patio around a
stylish rectangular or square table. Quality features
include mitered corners and mortise and tenon
joinery. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
Rectangular Table, 29"H, 42"W, 85"L.
#273108 $1,370
Square Table, 29"H, 42" sq. #273109 $870
I. Sag Harbor Dining Chairs
The epitome of dining style and comfort, these
quality chairs are crafted from weatherproof wicker
that is hand-woven around each chair’s corrosionresistant and powder-coated aluminum frame.
By purposefully arranging varying wicker tones to
mirror the appearance of weathered wicker,
the chairs offer a sophisticated worn-in look. Motor
freight. Special order in Driftwood (D) or Mocha (M)
Arm Chair, 35"H, 27½"W, 27½"D.
#/SHDAC15X $435
Side Chair, 34"H, 21"W, 24"D. #/SHDC14X $350
J. Sag Harbor Cushion Box
Consider the convenience of water-resistant, exterior
storage for cushions or pool and boating accessories.
Constructed from durable all-weather wicker, the
substantial box has a powder-coated aluminum
frame, a hydraulic arm that prevents the lid from
slamming while closing, and teak handles. The
removable, water-resistant lining fabric has holes
for drainage. 32½"H, 67"W, 32"D. Motor freight.
#273121 $1,530

Green C(3)

Group 2

Group 1

Canvas
A(5453)

Fog
A(4108)

Ocean
A(4107)

Topside
Nautical
B(1303)

Navy A
(6439)

Kingsley Bate Teak Collection – X=color (#) desired
I

I

Adirondack Chairs
Quick Ship Group: 0
A swatches #/CACX $170
B swatches #/CACX $200
C swatches #280983 $109

Sag Harbor Dining Chairs
Quick Ship Group: 1
Sag Harbor Arm Chair
A swatches #/CSHDACX $100
B swatches #/CSHDACX $110
Sag Harbor Side Chair
A swatches #/CSHDCX $110
B swatches #/CSHDCX $120

Charleston Rocker
Quick Ship Group: 0
A swatches #/CPRX $90
B swatches #/CPRX $100
C swatches #261043 $69

J

J

Sag Harbor Deep Seating
Quick Ship Group: 1
Sag Harbor Sofa
6 piece set. 3 back, 3 seat.
A swatches #/CSHSFX $815
B swatches #/CSHSFX $995
Sag Harbor Settee
4 piece set. 2 back, 2 seat.
A swatches #/CSHSX $555
B swatches #/CSHSX $670
Sag Harbor Lounge Chair
2 piece set. 1 back, 1 seat.
A swatches #/CSHLCX $260
B swatches #/CSHLCX $330
Sag Harbor Ottoman
A swatches #/CSHOX $130
B swatches #/CSHOX $165

Cape Cod Dining Chairs
Quick Ship Group: 1
A swatches #/CCCDX $100
B swatches #/CCCDX $110
Chelsea Dining Chairs
Quick Ship Groups:
0, 2, Canvas & Fog
Chelsea Arm Chair:
A swatches #/CCAX $100
B swatches #/CCAX $115
C swatches #280943 $69
Chelsea Side Chair:
A swatches #/CCSCX $95
B swatches #/CCSCX $105
C swatches#280933 $69

K & L. Tuscany Dining Tables and
Cape Cod Dining Chairs
Handcrafted from rustic teak, the Tuscany is right
at home indoors or outdoors. It is treated with an
exterior-grade gray wash finish for exceptional stain
resistance and a distinctive, antique weathered
look. The elegant enduring style is equaled only by
the comfort afforded by the Cape Cod chair. Ideal
indoors or outdoors, with all-weather white wicker
and powder-coated aluminum frame construction.
Cushions sold separately.
K. Tuscany Table, 29"H, 39½"W.
73"Long (seats six) ##273223 $1,650
96"Long (seats eight) ##273224 $1,990
L. Cape Cod Dining Chair, 34"H, 26"W, 27"D.
#273222 $330

Hyde Park Benches
Quick Ship group: 0
4' Hyde Park Bench:
A swatches #/C4HPBX $215
B swatches #/C4HPBX $235
C swatches #280903 $98
5' Hyde Park Bench:
A swatches #/C5HPBX $300
B swatches #/C5HPBX $330
C swatches #280913 $129
6' Hyde Park Bench:
A swatches #/C6HPBX $350
B swatches #/C6HPBX $390
C swatches #280923 $145

Kingsley Bate Cushion
Selection Groups
Quick Ship cushions
have an estimated
lead time of 2 weeks.
Other special order
cushions estimated
lead time of 3-4 weeks.

Furniture Special Orders
Walpole is pleased to handle customers’ special requests. Whether
you’re looking for a taller or longer table, a larger sofa, or an ottoman,
stop by your Walpole store or give us a call at 800-343-6948.
K, L
Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

Local assembly, delivery and installation available
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A. St. Tropez Chaise
Lie back, enjoy the day, and think
fine thoughts.15"H, 27"W, 79"L.
Shipped kit. Motor freight.
#273113S Sand $850
#273113B Black $850
#273113L Blue $850
B. Lutyens Bench
The flowing romantic lines of this heirloomquality, 6' bench will make a statement in
any setting. Shipped kit. Motor freight.
42"H, 78"W, 22"D. #273100 $1,290

A, I

D. Teak Cleaner
Teak will weather to silver gray.
Cleaner restores your teak to its original
golden color if you wish. Comes with
applicator pad. #273114 $35

D

B

C

C. St. Tropez Stacking Chairs
The ideal accompaniment to any of our
tables, these handsome chairs have a solid
teak frame, aluminum hardware, and longwearing fabric. Offered in Black, Sand, or
Blue mesh slings. 38"H, 25"W, 25"D.
Motor freight.
#273112B Black $450
#273112S Sand $450
#273112L Blue $450

E

F. Wainscott Dining Tables
Create years of fond memories on the patio
around a stylish rectangular or square table.
Quality features include mitered corners
and mortise and tenon joinery. Shipped kit.
Motor freight.
Rectangular Table, (pictured on page 56).
29"H, 42"W, 85"L. #273108 $1,370
Square Table, 29"H, 42" sq. #273109 $870
G. Adirondack Chair and Ottoman
The ergonomically designed back and seat
are set at just the right angle for maximum
comfort and allow you to get in and out of
the chair without effort. Crafted in solid,
durable teak, this quality Adirondack will
surely become your favorite outdoor chair.
(Ottoman sold separately.)
Chair, 39"H, 30½"W, 35½"D. Shipped kit.
Motor freight. #273225 $490
Ottoman, 15½"H, 24"W, 23"D.
Shipped kit. #273226 $235
H. Classic Square Side Table
Looks great and adds dignity to any
location. 15"H, 20" sq. #273105 $250
I. Classic Coffee Table
The right length and the ideal style.
What could be better? 15½"H, 25"W, 38"L.
Shipped kit. #273104 $360

E. Teak Protector
To maintain golden teak color, reapply
seasonally. Easy to use. #273115 $45

Cushions sold separately on page 57.

H

C, F
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G

I

Seaside Collection
This unique outdoor collection of
furniture requires no upkeep. It won’t
rot or peel even when exposed to
sun and salt air, making it ideal for a
fun, seaside lifestyle season after season. Handcrafted
from EnviroWood® recycled polyethylene lumber, this
stylish furniture is milled and routered like natural wood,
and features sturdy mortise and tenon joinery which is
permeated with safe, UV stabilized pigments that are
consistent throughout each chair and table, providing the
look of traditional painted wood. Wherever you locate our
Seaside Collection, it will make a big splash every time
with family and friends. U
A-F. Seaside Shellback Adirondack Collection
Set a little higher, so it’s easier to get in and out of. Chairs and
footrest offered in six fun colors. Chair colors listed in order from
front to back. The Loveseat, rocker and Tete-tete table special
order only.
A. Adirondack Chair
Chair, 40"H, 32"W, 34"D. $559
Cherry
#290966 Citrus
#290966B
Harvest
#290966A Pool
#290967
Leaf
#290966C White
#290962
B. Footrest, 16"H, 22"W, 23"D. $259
Cherry
#290968 Citrus
#290968B
Harvest
#290968A Pool
#290969
Leaf
#290968C White
#290963
C. Loveseat, 40"H, 53"W, 34"D.
Special order in White (02), Harvest (13), Citrus (17),
Cherry (18), Pool (19) or Leaf (21) finish. #/SALX $995
D. Rocker, 41"H, 32"W, 35"D.
Special order in White (02), Harvest (13), Citrus (17),
Cherry (18), Pool (19) or Leaf (21) finish. #/SARX $685
E. Chair Tete-tete,19½" front W, 37" back W,
26½" D. Special order in White (02), Harvest (13),
Citrus (17), Cherry (18), Pool (19) or Leaf (21) finish.
#/ACTX $299
F. Adirondack End Table, 19"H, 18"W, 19"D. $259
White #290946
Natural #290947
Chestnut #290948
Special order in Harvest (13), Citrus (17), Cherry (18),
Pool (19), or Leaf (21) finish. #/SAETX
A
Cushions sold separately on page 61.

A, B, C, D, E, F

Seaside Color Finishes - Seaside outdoor furniture
is as spectacularly colorful as it is comfortable, with
quality, durable finishes that resist fading and require no
maintenance. Please be aware that not all products are
offered in all finishes. See specific product information
for choices. For more information, visit Walpole’s store
nearest you or call 800-343-6948.

White
02

Natural
03

Gray
05

Charcoal
07

Navy
08

Harvest
13

Slate
14

Chestnut
16

Citrus
17

Cherry
18

Pool
19

Leaf
21
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A
A & B. Nantucket Collection
This collection is the epitome of stunning good taste, classic styling, and comfort
all around. It promises years of enjoyment and will beckon you outdoors at every
opportunity. Walpole will be delighted to help you with ordering. Call our store nearest
you or 800-343-6948. Quick ship frames available in White, Natural, Gray, and Charcoal.
Allow 2-3 weeks for delivery. Frames and cushions sold separately. Select from standard
and special order cushions including our new deep seating Rain Fabric cushions.
Frames
Special order in White (02), Natural (03), Gray (05) or Charcoal (07) finish.
Sofa (frame only), 72½"W, 34"D, 35"H, #/NSFFRX $1,619
Love Seat (frame only), 49"W, 34"D, 35"H, #/NLSFRX $1,319
Lounge Chair (frame only), 32"W, 34"D, 35"H, #/NLCFRX $1,069
Coffee Table, 48"W, 25½"D, 15¾"H, #/NCTX $759
Side Table, 22½"W, 22½"D, 18¼"H, #/NSTX $479
60
60

Cushions and Pillows
Our colorful and ultra-comfortable Seaside cushions and decorative pillows are the
ideal match for the entire family’s outdoor lifestyle. In addition to looking great, these
cushions will hold their shape through many seasons of entertaining and relaxing.
See facing page for options in color and our new Rain Fabric cushions for the Nantucket
deep seating collection only.
Love Seat Cushion (photo A), Canvas Granite #/CNLSX $709
Lounge Chair Cushion (photo A), Canvas Granite #/CNLCX $385
Sofa Cushion (photo B), Mineral Blue w/White Welt #/CNSFX $1,160
Lumbar Pillow (photo A), Milano Charcoal #/CLPX $55
Throw Pillow (photo A), Milano Charcoal #/CTPX $69
Throw Pillow (photo B), Luna Admiral #/CTPX $69

To see our complete line visit walpoleoutdoors.com

C
Kit=partially assembled, easy to complete

Seaside Cushion Selection Groups
Our fitted cushions are crafted with materials from the leaders
in outdoor performance fabric. These fabrics are stain, fade,
and water resistant, making them as long-wearing as they are
beautiful. Decorative and stylish pillows are also available to
accent cushions and add charm to your outdoor furniture.
Where indicated, we quick ship (2 week delivery). All other
choices require 3 - 4 weeks for delivery. For cushions with
contrasting welt, please add 10% to price. Be sure to match
the product with the cushion swatch of your choice.

Sunbrella’s Rain fabric effectively repels water, and a
mesh-vented bottom expels any incidental moisture while
maintaining air flow throughout. Our Rain fabric cushions
with mesh venting are available only for the Nantucket deep
seating collection in three colors: Canvas Granite, Captain’s
Navy, and Mineral Blue.
For help with ordering from our cushion color and material
choices, please call your local Walpole store or 800-343-6948.

Seaside Collection - X=color(#) desired
Hampton Dining Chairs:
Quick ship Group 0 and 1.
A swatches #28093X $69
C swatches #/CHDCX $105
E swatches #/CHDCX $115
As pictured on pg. 62 - Captains Navy
w/White welt #/CHDCX $112
Nantucket Sofa: 6 cushion set:
3 seat, 3 back. Quick ship Group 1 & 2.
C swatches #/CNSFX $1,059
E swatches #/CNSFX $1,180
As pictured on pg. 60Mineral Blue w/White welt
#/CNSF5420WW $1,160
Rain Fabrics*
CR swatches #/CNSFX $1,279

Nantucket Love seat: 4 cushion set:
2 seat, 2 back. Quick ship Group 1 & 2.
C swatches #/CNLSX $709
E swatches #/CNLSX $779
Rain Fabrics*
CR swatches #/CNLSX $829
Nantucket Lounge Chair:
2 cushion set: 1 seat, 1 back. Quick ship
Group 1 & 2.
C swatches #/CNLCX $385
E swatches #/CNLCX $429
Rain Fabrics*
CR swatches #/CNLCX $489

Harbor View Adirondack:
1 hinged cushion. Quick ship Group 0.
#26105X $98
Shellback Adirondack Chair:
Quick ship Group 0. 1 hinged cushion.
A swatches #26105X $98
Shellback Dining and
Balcony Chairs: 1 hinged cushion.
Quick ship Group 0 & 1.
A swatches #28099X $98
C swatches #/CSDCX $145
E swatches #/CSDCX $169
Lumbar Pillows: 11" x 17" #/CLPX
C swatches $55 E swatches $65

Porch Rocker: 1 seat cushion.
Quick ship Group 0.
A swatches #26104X $69

Throw Pillows: 19" x 19" #/CTPX
C swatches $69 E swatches $79
D
C. Shellback Balcony Chairs & Portsmouth Balcony Table
Gather friends and family around for a favorite board game,
a meal, or whenever the mood takes you. The chair and table set
are right at home on any occasion. Comfortable attractive,
and always inviting.
Shellback Balcony Chair, 44"H, 26"W, 26"D.
White #290994, Gray #290993 $685
Special order in Natural (03) or Charcoal finish (07).
#/SABCX $685 Cushions sold separately.
Shown with special order cushion Canvas Granite.
Portsmouth Balcony Table, 36"H, 42"W, 42"D.
White #290996, Gray #290995 $1,259
Special order in Natural (03) or Charcoal finish (07).
#/PBTX $1,259

D. Salem Table and Shellback Dining Chairs
Let the socializing or family get-together begin when everyone
gathers around the patio or your favorite outdoor spot.
48" Salem Round Table, 29"H, 48" dia. Motor freight.
White #290958 $1,195 Special order in Natural (03),
Gray (05) or Charcoal (07) finish. #/SDTX $1,195
Shellback Adirondack Dining Chair, 36"H, 26"W, 27"D.
White #290951 $495 Special order in Natural (03),
Gray (05) or Charcoal (07) finish. #/SADCX $495
Cushions sold separately. Shown with special order
cushion Debut Skipper.

Call 800-343-6948 or the store nearest you

Group 0

Navy
A (2)

Group 1

Green
A (3)

Beige
A (4)

Black
A (9)

Group 3

Debut
Skipper
C (107D)

Mineral
Blue
C (5420)

Milano
Charcoal
C (56079)

Luna
Admiral
C (5801)

Group 2

Captain’s
Navy
C (5439)

Echo Ash
E (57005)

Local assembly, delivery and installation available

Sappphire
Blue
C (5452)

Canvas
Granite
C (5402)

Sparkle
Dove
C (1730)

We welcome special orders. Call us.
Do you have a particular color choice, custom
cushion, or furniture piece in mind? Then please
call us. Be assured, Walpole’s friendly professional
staff is up to challenge and we’ll help you any and
every way we can. Contact our store nearest you
or call 800-343-6948.
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A. Hampton Dining Chair
and Portsmouth Table
Gather family or friends in
stylish comfort for a meal or
refreshments outdoors.
These sturdy pieces are secured
using mortise and tenon joinery, and your table and
chairs are expertly designed not to tip or topple.
Hampton Dining Chair, 37"H, 24"W, 26"D.
White #290990 $600 Special order in Natural (03),
Gray (05) or Charcoal (07) finish. #/HDCX $600
Cushions sold separately. Shown with special order
cushion Captain’s Navy w/white contrasting welt.
42" Portsmouth Square Table, 29"H, 42"W, 42"D.
Motor freight. White #290991 $1,219.
Special order in Natural (03), Gray (05) or Charcoal
(07) finish. #/PDTX $1,219

B

B. Windsor Buffet Table
Versatility, convenience, and sleek good looks
combine to make this buffet table an attractive
and important companion piece on the deck,
patio, or by the pool.
Lg. Windsor Buffet, 32"H, 50"W, 24"D. White
#290992 $1,350
Special order in Natural (03) or Charcoal (07) finish.
#/WBTLX $1,350
Sm. Windsor Buffet, 32"H, 36"W, 19"D.
#/WBTSX $779
Special order in White (02), Natural (03)
or Charcoal (07) finish.
C. Seaside Porch Rocker & Westerly Side Table
An inviting rocker and a handsome table on which
to rest your refreshment and reading materials.
Rocker, 44"H, 27"W, 33"D.
White #290965K $619
Special order in Natural (03), Charcoal (07)
or Chestnut (16) finish #/PRX
Side Table, 21"H, 24"W, 17"D.
White #290960 $349
Special order in Natural (03), Charcoal (07)
or Chestnut (16) finish #/WETX
Cushions sold separately on page 61.
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A
D-G. Harbor View Adirondack Chair, Foot Stool & Rocker
Comfort and style combine in the Harborview collection.
Made from recycled plastic containers and permeated with
UV stabilized pigments. The sturdy construction features
stainless steel fasteners. Ten year manufacturer’s warranty.
A great low maintenance grouping.
D. Chair, 38"H, 32"W, 33"D. $449
White, Chestnut, Natural #29094X Special order in Citrus (17),
Cherry (18) or Leaf (21) or Navy (08) finish. #/HVACX
E. Adirondack End Table, 19"H, 18"W, 19"D. $259
White, Chestnut, Natural #29094X Special order in Citrus (17),
Cherry (18) or Leaf (21) or Navy (08) finish. #/SAETX
F. Foot Stool, 12"H, 18"W, 18½"D. $179
White, Chestnut, Natural #29094X Special order in Citrus (17),
Cherry (18) or Leaf (21) or Navy (08) finish. #/HVFTX
G. Rocker, 38"H, 33"W, 34"D. $549
Special order in White (02), Natural (03), Chestnut (16),
Citrus (17), Cherry (18) or Leaf (21) or Navy (08) finish. #/HVARX

D, E, F

G

Your Favored Fence
Whether the fence you choose will skirt your front
yard or provide privacy around your pool or back
yard, Walpole has style and custom options to
more than meet your every need – crafted in low
maintenance AZEK or natural wood. To arrange a
fence design consultation, call 800-343-6948.

63

Handcrafted Outdoor Structures
Wood, AZEK cellular PVC, vinyl, or metal.
Walpole offers you more handcrafted styles than anyone – from classic
pickets to privacy perimeter fencing. We also offer you more choices in
materials. These include natural woods such as cedar; low maintenance
AZEK cellular PVC that looks exactly like natural wood; extruded (hollow)
vinyl; and steel or aluminum ornamental fence.
Free design consultation.
A Walpole professional can assist you with styles, designs, and options
– and take all-important measurements around your property. For an
appointment, contact our store nearest you, or call 800-343-6948 and
our National Sales team will walk you through the process.
Master fence catalog.
It features fence styles, custom designs, historic
reproductions, and color photography taken at
our customers’ homes.
To order: Call 800-343-6948.
Or send $10 to: Walpole Outdoors
100 River Ridge Drive, Suite 302
Norwood, MA 02062

64

walpoleoutdoors.com

Your space. Your lifestyle.
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Working with professionals for generations.
Walpole meets the needs of architects, builders, and
developers, with production expertise, structural planning,
and unmatched manufacturing.
The exceptional results of our cooperative efforts can be
seen at restaurants, hotels, shopping malls, universities
and high schools, assisted living facilities, golf courses,
and more.
While we will work with your ideas in wood or metal,
we are also the largest and most experienced fabricator
of AZEK cellular PVC in the United States. By developing
industry-leading laminating techniques, AZEK can be
heated and formed by Walpole into curves and radiuses
for your project. We factory precoat with Sherwin-Williams
paint, and our products are protected and palletized for
shipping nationwide.
We will generate drawings from your CAD files, sketches, or
photographs. To learn more, contact our store nearest you,
or call 800-343-6948.

66

Commercial Solutions.
Whether large open area structures, intimate dining attractions, or
architectural details such as special trim and brackets, Walpole has
the experience and expertise to handcraft outstanding solutions to
your exacting specifications.
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100 River Ridge Drive, Suite 302
Norwood, MA 02062

Current Resident or:

Incomparable, Outdoors.
Walpole has the fencing, arbors, pergolas, furniture, and outdoor
products to bring handcrafted excellence to your landscape, to
enhance your leisure time, and complement your outdoor lifestyle.
Farmington, CT
1079 Farmington Ave. Rt. 4
860-677-9690
Ridgefield, CT
346 Ethan Allen Hwy., Rt. 7
203-438-3134
Stamford, CT
129 Interlaken Rd.
at Designs By Lee
203-595-9930
Westport, CT
1835 Post Road East
203-255-9010

Wilmette, IL*
Chalet Nursery
3132 Lake Ave.
847-256-0561
Potomac, MD
9545 River Road
301-983-6040
Avon, MA
100 Stockwell Drive
at Jordan’s Furniture
508-668-2800
East Falmouth, MA
Rt. 28 at Mahoney’s
Garden Center
508-540-0300

*Walpole Outdoors authorized partner. ©2019 Walpole Outdoors.
Design, prices and specifications are subject to change.

Harwich, MA*
259 Queen Ann Rd.
508-432-0916
Hyannis, MA*
326 Yarmouth Rd.
508-775-3925
Natick, MA
1 Underprice Way
at Jordan’s Furniture
508-875-6668

Bedford, NH*
Bedford Fields
Home & Garden Center
331 Rte. 101
603-472-8880
Morris Plains, NJ
540 Tabor Rd.,
Rt. 10W at 53N
973-539-3555

Norwell, MA
183 Washington St., Rt. 53
781-681-9099

Princeton, NJ*
Kale’s Nursery &
Landscape Service, Inc.
133 Carter Rd.,
609-921-9248

Reading, MA
50 Walkers Brook Drive
at Jordan’s Furniture
781-439-6976

Rumson, NJ*
Bain’s Outdoor Living
125 East River Rd.
732-530-3210

East Moriches, NY*
Bay Gardens
80 Montauk Hwy.
631-909-4630

Warwick, RI
1350-A Bald Hill Rd.
401-823-7091

Mineola, NY
120 Jericho Turnpike
516-414-1225

Off the continent:
Hamilton, Bermuda
Greenwood*
101 Front St.
441-296-7272

Water Mill, NY
779 Montauk Hwy.
at Warren’s Nursery
631-726-2859

Beyond our store locations
please call 800-343-6948

Doylestown, PA*
Bucks Country Gardens
1057 N Easton Rd.
215-766-7800

walpoleoutdoors.com

